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ABSTRACT

Patulin is a secondary metabolite of fungi activity predominant in apples. It is a
polyketide lactone mycotoxin proven to be carcinogenic and mutagenic according to
animal studies. The FDA has established a 50µg/kg (50ppb) limit for patulin in apples
and apple products. Previous studies have demonstrated that lactones are sensitive to
ozone induced oxidation. Moreover, ozone has been shown to reduce microbial
populations in juice products.

The objectives of this study were to evaluate the kinetics of ozone-induced patulin
reduction in an apple juice model system, to establish relationships between factors and
the rate constant of the degradation reaction, to develop and validate a predictive model
and to test its predictive power in apple juice and apple cider. Changes in the quality of
ozone-treated apple juice and apple cider were also studied by comparing instrumental
and sensory data.

HPLC analysis for patulin showed that ozone induced degradation could be described by
first order kinetics, and that initial patulin concentration, ozone concentration and
temperature were significant (p<0.05) variables influencing patulin degradation.
However, the reaction rate constant was not significantly affected by pH. A Response
Surface Methodology (RSM) model was developed that adequately described the
reaction. It was significant at p<0.001, and explained 99.30% of the variability in the
reaction rate constant. The RSM model confirmed the significance (p<0.05) of the main
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effects and demonstrated a significant interaction between ozone concentration and
temperature. Validation experiments showed no significant (p<0.05) difference between
the predicted and observed values for the model system and apple juice, but a difference
existed for apple cider.

Total color change (ΔE) for apple juice was twice that for apple cider with greatest
changes occurring for yellow (+b) values. Conversely, sensory studies showed greater
overall effects on perceived color changes in apple cider compared to apple juice.
Nevertheless, the results from this study demonstrate that ozone treatment can achieve
more than 90% reduction in patulin levels without significantly (p<0.05) affecting
perceived color, flavor, and aroma attributes of apple products.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Statement of the Problem

Patulin (2-Hydroxy-3,7-dioxabicyclo[4.3.0]nona-5,9-dien-8-one), also known as patuline,
expansine, clavacin and expansin, is a mycotoxin and a secondary metabolite produced
by the Penicillium, Byssochlamys and Aspergillus genera of molds. It is most closely
associated with Penicillium espansum which is the primary cause of post-harvest decay in
apples (Paster 1995).

Based on long term animal and cell studies and consumption data, the Food and Drugs
Administration (FDA, 2004), has set a 50μg/kg (50ppb) action level in apple juice and
apple products. Moake and others (2005) have suggested that because one treatment has
not proven entirely successful in patulin control, a combination of treatments should be
incorporated in control of the mycotoxin. The chemistry of patulin, which is a polyketide
lactone mycotoxin (Figure 1.1), makes it highly vulnerable to oxidation. Therefore,
exposure to a strong oxidant, such as ozone (Figure 2.1), may reduce its levels in a juice
system. Overall patulin reductions in apple juice and cider could be further enhanced by
using ozone in combination with other hurdle processes such as sorting, culling and
absorption technologies.
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Figure 1.1: Structure of Patulin

Figure 1.2: Structure of ozone

1.2

Rationale and Significance

This project addresses the food safety hazard presented by the mycotoxin patulin in apple
and apple juice products. Several food borne disease outbreaks attributed to apple juice
have caused the FDA to mandate that juice processors identify potential biological,
chemical, and physical hazards and to develop and implement control measures based on the
principles of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) (FDA 2001a; 21 CFR
Part 120). It is therefore necessary for apple juice processors to implement control

measures for the chemical hazard patulin.
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There are currently three approaches for minimizing patulin levels. The first is to control
the quality of fruits used prior to pressing or processing. This is done by careful selection
of the fruits used before pressing, removal of decayed/decaying fruits and trimming of
rotten parts of fruits. This is labor intensive and losses associated with these methods are
very expensive for small scale processors. Moreover, internal decay may not be apparent
upon visual inspection (Rosenberger, 2003). Secondly, reduction of patulin can be
achieved during juice clarification techniques such as filtration, clarification and
depectinization. Other methods that may significantly reduce the patulin present are
centrifugation, activated charcoal, ultrafiltration, fining of juice pulp and polysterenedivinyl benzene-based macro porous resin. The disadvantage with these methods is that
they also alter juice color and flavor, thus potentially making the juice unpalatable
(Moake and others 2005). A third approach would be to reduce patulin levels during
pasteurization. However, pasteurization is only partially effective since patulin is
thermally stable and the process fails to completely destroy fungal spores that might
germinate and produce patulin during post-process storage (Moake and others 2005).

Because these techniques do not wholly eliminate or degrade patulin in apple juice and
apple cider alternative technologies need to be developed. Since ozone is highly reactive
to mycotoxins (McKenzie, 1997) and has already been approved for use in juice products
(FDA 2004) ozone processing of apple cider and apple juice could be used along other
hurdle technologies to assure that patulin levels remain below regulatory limits.
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1.3 Objectives

In this thesis, the kinetics of patulin degradation in the presence of ozone is studied.
Knowledge of the kinetics of the degradation reaction can help to predict patulin
degradation in complex apple juice and cider systems. Because the highly oxidative
nature of ozone may also affect color, flavor, and other quality indicators, the effect of
ozone on these factors must also be determined. Our general objectives are:

a.

To evaluate the kinetics of patulin degradation using ozone and to determine

factors that affect the reaction rate.

b.

Establish relationships between factors and the rate constant of the degradation

reaction and develop a predictive model.

c.

Validate the model and test its predictive power in apple juice and apple cider.

d.

Determine quality changes in ozone-treated apple juice and apple cider and

compare instrumental and sensory data.
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1.4 Hypotheses

The hypotheses tested were as follows:

1. In model system, patulin degradation is affected by patulin concentration (2501000ppb), ozone concentration (0.1-0.3% w/w in air), pH (3.0-4.2) and
temperature (5-25⁰C).

2. The kinetics of patulin degradation by ozone can be modeled using response
surface methodology.

3. A model developed for patulin degradation in an apple juice model system using
response surface methodology can accurately predict patulin degradation in apple
juice and apple cider

4. Treatment of apple juice and apple cider with ozone gas concentrations does not
significantly alter perception of quality of apple juice and apple cider.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Patulin prevalence, control and detection in foods

2.1.1 History and use of patulin

Patulin (C7H6O4) has a molecular weight of 154.1 g/mol. It was first isolated in 1942 from
Penicillium claviforme. In addition to Penicillium spp., patulin is produced by other
fungal genera, such as Byssochlamys and Aspergillus, and has been detected on grapes,
cherries, strawberries, bananas, blueberries, almonds, peanuts, tomatoes and hazelnuts
(Scott and Sommers 1968, Demirci and others 2003). However, it is most commonly
associated with Penicillium expansum, which is the major cause of post-harvest decay of
apples and apple products (Engel 1984, WHO 1986). The presence of patulin in juice
products has been used in the past as an indicator of juice quality since high levels
indicate that moldy apples were used in the production of the juices (Gokmen and Akar
1998). Early clinical trials revealed that patulin is useful for treating dermatomycosis
(Oosterhuis 1945). It was also found to inhibit many gram-positive and gram-negative
bacteria species (Ciegler 1971). The therapeutic use has not been successful because of
reports of toxicity and suspected carcinogenicity to animals that where tested in studies
(WHO 1986).
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2.1.2 Prevalence of patulin in apples and apple products

Patulin is prevalent in rotting apples and levels in fruit are related to the extent to which
the decay organism has penetrated apple tissue (Scott and Sommers 1968). Rosenberg
(2003) reported that 20% of bagged, in-store, retailed apples contain visible evidence of
decay. These are therefore more susceptible to patulin accumulation. Surveys of domestic

and foreign apple juice demonstrate widely varying levels of patulin in apple products. Of
particular concern are smaller processing operations because poorer quality apples are
more likely to be used to make cider (Brackett and Marth, 1979a).

Maximum levels of patulin in decayed apple tissue or juice extracted from such tissue
range reportedly range from approximately 5000 ppb to 360,000 ppb (Harwig and others,
1973; Lindroth and Niskanen, 1978; Lovett et al, 1978; Wheeler et al., 1987; Burda,
1992; Beretta et al., 2000; Yurden et al., 2001; Martins et al, 2002; Kakakal and Nas,
2002). Fremy and others (1995) found that apple products may contain concentrations up
to 16 mg/kg (16,000 ppb). In that study, patulin incidence was fairly high but the level of
contamination in commercial apple juices was generally low with usual levels reaching
only 10 ppb or less. An FDA survey conducted in 1993 reported that nearly one fifth of
apple juice samples contained more than the 50 ppb limit (Kashtock, 2003). Patulin levels
in contaminated apples most often ranged between 50-200 ppb but samples with levels
between 400-600 ppb were reported. Spadaro and others (2007) recently reported that
47.2% of apple juice and 26.8% of mixed apple juice samples contained patulin levels
ranging between 1.58 and 55.41ppb.
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2.1.3 Patulin Toxicity

Animal studies have shown that patulin is carcinogenic, mutagenic, teratogenic and
highly toxic (Schumacher and others 2005, Alves and others 2000, Lee and
Roschenthaler 1986, Yanagisawa and others 1987). There is no documented evidence of
any adverse effects of patulin to man. Nevertheless, it is considered a contaminant in
most countries.

The wide number of health studies done on patulin have demonstrated that it inhibits
several enzymes (Ashoor 1973). This may be attributed to its reactivity with sulfhydryl
groups (Arafat 1985). Dickens and Jones (1961) found that localized tumors developed in
rats when they were repeatedly injected with sub-lethal doses of patulin. Feeding trials
involving rats and sub-lethal levels of the toxin, however, yielded no conclusive data
concerning carcinogenic properties (Oswald and others 1978). Estimated exposures to
patulin are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. This data was used to determine action levels
in juice products by the FDA.
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Table 2.1: Estimated exposure to patulin (No juice samples excluded)

Age Group

All ages
1 -2 years
<1 year

Mean Apple
Juice Intake
(g/p/d)

200
216
128

Mean Patulin
Exposure
(µg/kg bw/d)

0.094
0.580
0.500

90th Percentile
Apple Juice
Intake
(g/p/d)

90th Percentile
Patulin
Exposure
(µg/kg bw/d)

250
434
372

0.22
1.30
1.10

Table 2.2: Estimated exposure to patulin (Juice samples with patulin levels > 50 µg /kg excluded)

Age Group

Mean Apple
Juice Intake
(g/p/d)

Mean Patulin
Exposure
(µg/kg bw/d)

90th Percentile
Apple Juice
Intake
(g/p/d)

90th Percentile
Patulin
Exposure
(µg/kg bw/d)

All ages
1 -2 years

200
216

0.031
0.170

250
434

0.078
0.420

<1 year

128

0.130

372

0.380

Source: Johnson (1974)
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2.1.4 Regulation

There is concern that patulin’s properties as a potential carcinogenic compound which
can produce acute toxicity problems may be hazardous to humans. In the United States,
FDA has established a maximum allowable concentration of 50µg/kg in apple products
(FDA 2004). In 2001, FDA issued a final rule mandating application of Hazard Analysis
and Critical Control Point (HACCP) principles to the processing of juice (FDA 21 CFR
Part 120). Failure to comply with the regulations and control patulin levels is considered
a violation (FDA, 2002). Many European countries have addressed the concern for
patulin with an allowable limit of less than 50 μg/L patulin content within foods (Rovira
and others 1993, Gokmen and Akar 1998).

2.1.5 Patulin degradation during processing

Patulin is resistant to thermal destruction within a pH range of 3.5-5.5 at temperatures up
to 125C (Paster and others 1995). Patulin is more stable in acidic conditions because the
destruction times increased at lower pH levels. High levels of patulin may be present
after pasteurization of 60-90C of the apple cider. In one study, only 18.8% reduction in
patulin concentration in juice was recorded after 60C, 80C, 90C commercial HTST
treatments (Damaglou and Campbell 1985). This shows that a thermal process is not
sufficient to free the product of patulin contamination. The same studies also showed that
little decrease was observed in juice stored up to 3 weeks at 22C. A slight reduction
however occurred after 5-week storage at the same temperature.
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2.1.6 Patulin Reduction Treatments

The treatments for reducing patulin levels in juice currently involve chemical, biological
and physical treatments.

2.1.6.1 Chemical treatments

Chemical treatment methods are categorized into two groups: those that react with the
patulin present to products that are not toxic and those that destroy the P.expansum
present on the apples before processing. Reducing agents that contain sulfur have also
been found to reduce patulin levels. These have ranged from 12%-50% based on the type
of treatment given (Aytar and Acar 1994, Burroughs 1997, Valletrisco and others 1990).
There has also been the use of SO2 and sulfur containing amino acids and vitamins and
glutathione. It was discovered that sulfur degradation of patulin can follow two ways,
both reversible and irreversible, depending on the pH of the medium (Steiner 1999).
Treatment with ammonia was shown to be 99.8% effective in the reduction of patulin in
juice (Fremy and others 1995). However, the treated juice product was not fit for
consumption.

The effect of ascorbic acid on patulin degradation has been studied (Kokkinidou and
others, 2008). Patulin degradation in the presence of ascorbic acid was found to follow
second order reaction kinetics. Using the second order kinetic model, calculated reaction
rates showed that temperature, pH and initial concentration of the reactants of patulin and
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ascorbic acid all caused statistically significant (p<0.05) changes to the reaction rate
constants. However, it was suggested that ascorbic acid be used to reduce the levels of
patulin in apple juice as a post-production treatment during storage. This is because the
reaction between patulin and ascorbic acid was prolonged depending on the storage
temperature and the initial levels of the reactants.

Yazici and Velioglu (2002) reported significant reductions of patulin in apple juice could
be achieved by treatment with the B vitamins, pyridoxine hydrochloride, and calcium-dpantothenate). Applications of 1000 and 2500 mg/kg calcium-d-pantothenate at 22oC
resulted in reduction of patulin of 73.6 and 94.3%, respectively. Addition of thiamine
hydrochloride (1000 mg/kg), pyrodoxine hydrochloride (625 or 875 mg/kg) and calciumd-pantothenate (1000 or 2500mg/kg) followed storage at 48C for 6 months yielded 55.5
to 67.7% patulin reductions.

Okull and LaBorde (2004) has reported that electrolyzed oxidizing (EO) water could be
used to minimize infection of apples by P. expansum spores during handling and
processing operations. The study demonstrated that EO water was an effective alternative
to chlorine sanitizers in dump tanks and other recirculating water systems. The results
from the study also demonstrated the difficulty in inactivating spores on wounded apples
once they have become contaminated. Maeba and others (1988) reported the potential use
of ozone to react directly with mycotoxins.

The use of ozone has been suggested to both indirectly and directly control patulin levels.
Complete degradation of aflatoxin occurred after 50min and 60min when subjected with
34.3 mg/L ozone gas. Some aflatoxins were more sensitive than others with some being
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completely removed in 5 min with 1.1 mg/L ozone. McKenzie and others 1997
demonstrated rapid degradation and detoxification of naturally-occurring aflatoxins
including patulin (). A 10% stream of ozone gas reduced patulin to undetectable level
after only 15 s and produced no detectable reaction products. Higher levels of ozone
caused degradation of multiple aflatoxins in whole grains. When 0.9 g/hr ozone was used
in the treatment of S.cerevisiae, the ozone treatment negatively affected the quality of
orange juice (Angelino and others 2003), altered orange juice color, was ineffective at
reducing spoilage yeasts and reduced ascorbic acid levels. An exploratory work that was
done found that patulin decreases considerably when ozone was bubbled into diluted
apple juice and distilled water (Cataldo 2008). This study did not study the kinetics of the
reaction or the degradation times for different patulin concentrations. Patulin (6.8
×103 mM) had a retention time of 0.99min. This paper also reported the products of
patulin degradation by ozone as carbon dioxide, oxalic acid and diglycolic acid.

2.1.6.2 Biological treatments

Biological methods may be effective, but are only limited to products that can be
fermented. Over 99% reduction in patulin has been reported after fermentation for two
weeks. The unfermented sample had only a 10% reduction (Stinson and others 1978).
Ough and Corison (1980) also found that after fermentation of apple juice the patulin in it
is degraded by very significant levels (P<0.05). In that study, patulin was found to
decrease to about one-half in 15min upon addition of sulfur oxide (SO). When
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gelatin/bentonite was mixed with apple products along with other processes such as
depectinization, clarification and ultrafiltration, patulin was reduced by 25%.

2.1.6.3 Physical Treatments

Physical treatments applied to apples include sorting, washing, trimming, and cutting.
Two studies reported on the physical removal of patulin from apples or apple juice. The
first, by Lovett and others (1975) found that simply trimming patulin containing tissues
from apples reduced toxin levels in the juice made from those apples by more than 90%.
This method is not practical because of the cost involved. The second method employed
the use of filtration for patulin-contaminated apple cider (Sands and others 1976).
Subsequent filtration through charcoal or agitation with charcoal essentially removed all
the patulin from apple cider. This was also impractical because the by-product which is
an additional source of income for processors was wasted after the process.

Generally, mycotoxin levels have been reduced using ionizing radiation. Lethality of
irradiation is influenced by the target (e.g. microorganism), condition of the treated item,
and environmental factors. Most medium and high level doses are not appropriate for
produce because they can cause sensory defects (visual, texture, and flavor) and/or
accelerated senescence due to irreparable damage to DNA and proteins (Thomas 1986,
Barkai-Golan 1992). Strong UV irradiation has been shown to reduce the mycotoxin
levels in a same time-dependent manner (Murata and others 2008). Ionizing radiation
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may therefore be used as a combination treatment in apple juice because as one report
states, the reduction in patulin may only be up to 50% (Zegota and others1998).

A high temperature is known to have effects but this effect is not significant enough to
destroy the toxin (Kadakahl, 2002). Treatments at 80⁰C for 30min gave no significant
reduction in patulin and a 120⁰C treatment for 30min resulted in only a 20% reduction in
patulin (Kabuki, 1986). These studies prove that simple pasteurization or thermal
treatments may not be sufficient stand-alone treatment. Some researchers have therefore
proposed using these treatments in conjunction with chemical treatments such as ascorbic
acid (Drusch and others 2007).

2.1.7 Patulin Determination

The most widely used method for measuring patulin in apple juice utilize thin-layer
chromatography (TLC), gas chromatography (GC) and high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) (Li and others, 2007). In this study, the patulin content was
determined based on the HPLC AOAC accepted protocol (Trucksess and Tang, 2001).
According to this method, SPE cartridges (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA) are
conditioned by passing 2 mL of distilled water, 2 mL of methanol, and 2 mL of distilled
water at a 2-3 drops/sec flow rate. One milliliters of juice is passed through the cartridge
at a flow rate of approximately 1 drop/sec. A 1 mL 1.5% sodium bicarbonate solution is
then forced through the cartridge at the same flow rate followed immediately with 1 mL
of 1% acetic acid at a flow rate of approximately 2 drops/sec. Any residual water is
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removed by placing the cartridge under vacuum for 3 minutes. Patulin is then eluted from
the solid phase into a test tube using 2 mL of ethyl acetate. The solvent is evaporated
under a stream of nitrogen until dry and followed by immediate addition of 1 mL of 0.1%
acetic acid. The solution is mixed vigorously and patulin content is determined on an
HPLC.
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2.2 Use of ozone in food processing

2.2.1 Ozone

Ozone is the triatomic allotrope of oxygen with many food processing advantages. It
exhibits a broad-spectrum of antimicrobial activity because of its very high positive
oxidation potential (Rovira and others 1993). Its reaction products and organic material
are much less toxic than those of chlorine for instance. It does not also persist in the
environment due to its short half-life as chlorine does. It decomposes to oxygen in
approximately 20 min. However, ozone is a toxic gas and its greatest impact is at the sites
of initial contact (Rovira and others 1993). It may be hazardous to humans at levels
greater than 0.1ppm (OSHA 1980 29 CFR 1910.1000 Z-1 Table). The structure of ozone
as shown in Figure 1.2 depicts a very electronegative oxygen atom that has a partial
positive charged and thus will react with any species that has a greater electron density.

2.2.2 History

The earliest knowledge of ozone use can be traced to water disinfection during 1893 in
the Netherlands. Since then, the gas has been widely employed in water treatment all over
Europe. It was mainly used for disinfection and oxidation of unwanted species in the
water. In the late 1980s ozone made its way into United States water treatment system in
Los Angeles, CA, but this earlier application was geared more towards aesthetic effects
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such as improvement of water color, taste and odor. Disinfection was not key (EPA
1999).

2.2.3 Physical Properties

Ozone is a gas at room temperature. It is colorless with a pungent odor which is
detectable at 0.02 to 0.05 ppm by volume (Shammas and Wang 2005). The concentration
of health concern is 0.1ppm. Ozone gas is highly corrosive and toxic. It oxidizes
powerfully, so it is capable of oxidizing many organic and inorganic compounds in water.
This property causes an ozone demand in water treatment, a demand that should be
satisfied during water ozonation before any measurable residual ozone can be quantified
(EPA 1999). It is sparingly soluble in water and reported to have a solubility of 570 mg/L
for 100 percent ozone at 20⁰C (Kinman 1975). It is therefore more soluble than oxygen in
water. The doses used in water treatment range from <0.1 to 1mg/L). Ozone solubility in
water is important because ozone disinfection is dependent on the amount of ozone
transferred to the water. Henry’s law relative to ozone systems states that the mass of
ozone that will dissolve in a given volume of water, at constant temperature, is directly
proportional to the partial pressure of the ozone gas above the water (Grunwell and others
1983). Mathematically, Henry’s law is expressed as follows:
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H = P/C or

P = HC

(Eq. 2.1)

Where
P = partial pressure of the gas above the liquid (atm),
C = molar fraction of the gas in water at equilibrium with the gas above water, and
H = Henry’s law constant (varies with temperature) (atm/mole fraction).
Since Henry’s law constant varies with temperature the concentration of ozone in a
medium will also vary with temperature.

2.2.4 Chemistry and Decomposition

Ozone is a very strong oxidizing agent, having an oxidation potential of 2.07 V (Miller
1978). Ozone decomposition in water results in the formation of oxygen and hydroxyl
free radicals. The formation of these hydroxyl free radicals is the rate determining step in
the reaction rate. Hydroxyl free radicals are among the most reactive oxidizing agents in
water, with reaction rate constants in the order of 1010 - 1013 M-1 s-1 (Hoigne and Bader
1976).
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2.2.5 Ozone Production and Generation

Ozone occurs naturally in our environment. In its natural form it exhibits a fresh, clean
smell following thunderstorms. It can however be produced synthetically through the
following methods:

2.2.5.1 Thermal methods

Ozone can be generated by passing atomic oxygen over a heated source of up to 15001200C with higher ozone concentrations at higher temperatures (Shammas and Wang,
2004). This process can be employed in two ways.

2.2.5.2 Photochemical methods

Gaseous oxygen or liquid oxygen is irradiated with a < 210nm UV light. The assumption
is that molecular oxygen is first dissociated to atomic oxygen leading to subsequent
ozone generation.
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O2 + (e, hv, T) → 2O

(Eq. 2.2)

2O → O2*

(Eq. 2.3)

O2* + O2 → O3 + O

(Eq. 2.4)

O2 + O + M ↔ O3 + M*

(Eq. 2.5)

Where M is another species (e.g. OH- or H2O)
(Taylor and others 1996)

2.2.5.3 Electrical (Corona) Discharge Method

In this method, air/oxygen is first dried and passed through generator that has two highvoltage electrodes separated by a dielectric material. The dried air must have a dew point
of at least −60◦C to properly protect the corona discharge device. Ozone is produced and
mixed with air so that the ozone is only a fraction of the air flowing out the generator.
Normally this air will contain between 1 - 3% ozone when using dry air and 3 - 6% ozone
when using high purity oxygen as feed gas (Muthukumarappan 2000). Electrodes used to
generate ozone come in two forms: concentric metallic tubes or flat, plate-like electrodes.
With the application of voltage across these electrodes, a corona discharge forms between
the two electrodes, and the oxygen in the discharge gap is converted to ozone. The
process is as follows: first, oxygen molecules (O2) are split into two oxygen atoms
(O+O), and then the individual oxygen atoms combine with the remaining oxygen
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molecules to form ozone (Taylor and Capehart 1996). Ozone synthesis typically takes
place via the same reactions described by Eq. 2.2 -2.5.

2.2.6 Ozone Determination

There are several methods of monitoring ozone. For the purposes of this research we will
consider ozone monitoring in the gaseous and liquid phases.

2.2.6.1 Gas phase ozone monitoring

Ozone gas fed into a system can usually be monitored by commercial monitors that
measure the ozone concentration w/w, ppm or by volume. It is important that the flow
rate, pressure and power are maintained at the same level during such measurements.
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2.2.6.2 Monitoring of Liquid Phase Residual Ozone

This involves monitoring ozone in aqueous solutions. Gordon and others (1992)
recommended the following methods for analyzing residual ozone:
Indigo colorimetric method: this method relies on the sensitivity of potassium
indigo trisulfonate to ozone to cause a change in absorbance that can be correlated to
ozone concentration.
Acid chrome violet K (ACVK) method: the chemical of interest is acid chrome
violet K. It is readily bleached by ozone. Decreases in absorbance are measured at 550nm
can be directly related to ozone concentration.
Bis-(Terpyridine) iron(II) method: Ozone reacts with Bis-(Terpyridine) iron(II)
in dilute hydrochloric acid solution to change the absorption spectra measured at 552nm.
Stripping into the gas-phase: dissolved ozone is stripped in the gas phase by an
inert gas such as nitrogen, argon or air. The success of this procedure depends on the
ability to strip ozone as the sole oxidizing agent.

Table 2.3 shows the working range, expected accuracy and precision, operator skill level
required, interferences and current status for liquid phase residual ozone analytical
methods
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Table 2.3: Characteristics and comparisons of residual ozone analytical methods

Type of Test

Working
Range
(mg/L)

Expected
Accuracy
(± %)

Expected
Precision
(±%)

Indigo
Colorimetric,
Spectrophoto
metric

0.01- >0.3

1

0.5

Indigo
Colorimetric,
Visual

0.01- >0.1

1

ACVK

0.05 – 1

Bis(Terpyridine)
Iron (II)

0.05 - 20

Skill
Levela

Interferences

pH
Range

Current
Status

1

Chlorine,
Manganese
ions, Bromine
and Iodine

2

R

0.5

1

Chlorine,
Manganese
ions, Bromine
and Iodine

2

R

NR

NR

1

Manganese
ions > 1mg/L
Chlorine >
10mg/L

2

R

2.7

2.1

3

Chlorine

<7

R Lab
Test

Notes: R = Recommended, NR = Not reported in literature cited by referenced source
a
operator skill levels: 1 = minimal, 2 = good technician, 3 = experienced chemist
Source : Gordon and others, 1992.
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2.2.6.2.1 Indigo Colorimetric Method

This is a sensitive, precise, fast, and more selective method for ozone measurement than
other methods. It is based on the principle that the indigo molecule contains only one
C=C double bond which can be expected to react with ozone with a very high reactionrate constant. The 1 ozone: 1 indigo molecule stoichiometry is dependent on the purity of
indigo reagent. If the purity is 80% for instance the stoichiometry will be 1 ozone: 0.8
indigo molecule (Bader and Hoigne 1982). There are two indigo colorimetric methods:
spectrophotometric and visual. For the spectrophotometric procedure the lower limit of
detection is 2μg/L, while for the visual procedure the detection limit is 10 – 20μg/L.
Hydrogen peroxide, chlorine, manganese ions, ozone decomposition products and the
products of organic ozonation exhibit less interference with the indigo colorimetric
method than any of the other methods (Langlais 1991). Still the indigo colometric method
has limitations. The masking of chlorine in the presence of ozone can sometimes make
this method problematic. Additionally, in the presence of hypobromous acid an accurate
measurement cannot be made with the indigo colorimetric method.

The procedure for the indigo colorimetric method was used as described in Standard
Methods (APHA 1998). The method is based on the study by Bader and Hoigne (1982).
Indigo reagent II solution is prepared from indigo stock solution made by dissolving
770mg potassium indigo trisulfonate (C16H7N2O11S3K3) in 1L distilled water to which
1mL concentrated phosphoric acid has been added. Indigo reagent II is prepared by
adding 100mL of indigo stock solution to 1L distilled water, 10g sodium dihydrogen
phosphate (NaH2PO4) and 7mL concentrated phosphoric acid. After ozone treatment,
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samples were taken and added to indigo reagent II solution. The absorbance of the
sample was read on a spectrophotometer. This absorbance is used in calculation of the
ozone concentration as follows:

[O3] (mg/L) =

100 × ΔA

(Eq. 2.6)

f×b×V

Where,
ΔA=Absorbance difference between blank and sample
f = 0.42
b = path length of cell in cm
V = volume of sample mL

This method of calculation was improved by Gordon and Bubnis (2002) and their
calculation took into consideration the actual mass of indigo reagent used. This was
necessary because they discovered that errors are introduced into the calculation of ozone
concentration if different indigo masses are used but the same f is employed in the
calculation. Their modified equation which was used in this study was:

O3 (mg/l) =

100 [AB – AS]
AB × 1.664 × VS

Where
AB = Absorbance of blank
AS = Absorbance of sample, and
VS = Volume of sample in mL

×

grams indigo
0.77

(Eq. 2.7)
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Apart from this method, the iodometric method stated in Greenberg and others (1985)
was modified to measure ozone concentration in apple cider by Steenstrup and Floros
(2004). For this procedure, 10 mL of ozone-treated apple cider was added to 90 mL of a
2% KI solution (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), acidified to pH just below 2 with 1
N H2SO4 and 1 mL starch indicator (Sigma) was added. The solution was titrated with
0.005 M thiosulfate solution (Sigma) and the concentration of ozone as stated in Standard
Methods (APHA 1985).
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2.2.7 General Ozone Applications

Industry has caught on well with the application of ozone for several processing
techniques. The bulk of these have relied on smaller ozone generators. The application of
ozone includes but not limited to vegetable washes, meat processing, wineries, breweries,
odor control in storage facilities, odor control in process operations, ice production,
surface cleaning, wash water recycling and a host of other applications (Sopher 2007).
For the purposes of this research, ozone treatment of water and its application in
pathogen disinfection in juice products would be further explored.

2.2.7.1 Ozone treatment in juices

Sharma and others (2002) reported that ozonated water achieved 92.1% and 99.4%
reduction in E. coli O157:H7 at a contact times of 2min and 64min respectively. A 5-log
reduction in Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7 in orange juice using ozone and other
combination treatments have also been reported ( Williams and others, 2005). Apart
from this, a 5-log reduction in E.coli has also been reported in apple cider using ozone
treatment (Steenstrup and Floros 2004). In that study, the effect of temperature (5–20C)
at 860 ppm (w/w) ozone and different gaseous ozone concentrations above 1,000 ppm on
inactivation of E. coli O157:H7 in apple cider was studied. Lag times ranged from 3.5
min at 20C to 6.7 min at 10C before the on-set of E. coli O157:H7 inactivation after
which D-values ranged from 0.6 to 1.5 min at 20C and 5C, respectively. The total
processing times ranged from about 4 to 14 min depending on temperature and ozone
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concentration. One study found that there are potential color and flavor changes in orange
juice and apple juice after ozone treatment and this must be investigated (Williams and
others, 2004). They found that apple cider became slightly darker and orange juice
became lighter as ozone treatment time increased. The darkness of apple cider was not
noticeable but the orange juice was found to be noticeably lighter. This supported an
earlier work by Steenstrup and Floros (2004) in which no significant darkening of the
cider occurred during ozone treatments. One reason assigned was that apple cider is less
sensitive to oxidation during ozone treatment compared to other juices.

2.2.7.2 Ozone use in water treatment

Most water purification systems also rely on the ability of ozone to decrease the turbidity
of the water (Knoppert and others 1980). Some authors have reported that ozone doses of
1–3 mg O3/mg C lead to near complete color removal in water (Shammas and others,
2005). Synthetic organic chemicals (SOC) in water can be eliminated by ozone
application. This removal leads to the chemical transformation of these molecules into
toxic or nontoxic by-products. Such transformation can theoretically lead to complete
oxidation into carbon dioxide (CO2); however, this is rarely the case in water treatment.
Any observable reduction in total organic carbon (TOC) is due to either a small degree of
CO2 formation (e.g. decarboxylation of amino acids) or the formation and loss of volatile
compounds (Shammas and others 2005). Ozone is effective in treating water for taste and
odor problems. This is most effective if the water is relatively free from radical
scavengers such as organic material (Shammas and others 2005).
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2.3 Use of ozone for microbial and mycotoxin reduction

Ozone has been shown to be effective for the degradation and detoxification of naturally
occurring aflatoxins and patulin (Mckenzie 1997). The kinetics of this degradation
however has not been explored. Ozone has been approved for use as GRAS (Graham
1997) and may serve as an antimicrobial agent in the treatment, storage and processing of
certain foods (FDA 2004). The FDA has warned juice processors to validate their
processing conditions to ensure that a 5-log reduction in pathogens can be achieved
before proceeding with such a process. The label affixed to products taken through this
process is ―treated but not pasteurized‖. The efficacy of ozonated water in the
decontamination of E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella on raspberries and strawberries has
also been investigated (Bialka and Demirci 2007). Pathogen-inoculated fruits were
treated with aqueous ozone concentrations at 20˚C for 2 to 64 min. It was concluded that
aqueous ozone could be effective in sanitizing small fruits. Ozone has been used within
juice as treatment in juices against E. coli and Salmonella (Williams and others 2005). It
was demonstrated in that study that a 5-log CFU/mL reduction of E. coli O157:H7 and
Salmonella in apple cider and orange juice can be achieved by combining ozone,
antimicrobial treatments and 24 h refrigerated storage. One study compared the acidity
and pH of raw buffalo milk with that of 5min and 10min ozone treated milk. The 5min
ozone treated sample was found to perform better than that of the raw and 10min ozone
treated sample over six hours. It was however concluded that ozone treatment could not
be considered as a substitute for pasteurization of milk. Work done by Cataldo (2008)
found that patulin can be destroyed with ozone in both aqueous solution and diluted apple
juice. In apple juice it was reported that patulin and not sugars may be the object of ozone
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attack and that a moderate ozone treatment of the apple juice may become an industrial
practice to reduce or eliminate patulin in juices.
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Chapter 3

PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON OZONE GENERATION

3.1 Abstract

Preliminary studies were carried out to study ozone behavior in our vessel and to measure
its concentration. Each experiment is described and the results presented. Different
conditions were used to understand cause-and-effect relationships and to collect data that
may inform how the subsequent experiments were designed. The indigo colorimetric
method was observed to be the best method for measuring aqueous ozone in the system
and the ozone transfer rate was found to increase with increase in ozone concentration.

3.2 Introduction

Ozone is the triatomic allotrope of oxygen with many food processing advantages. It has
an electronegative oxygen atom with a partial positive charge that reacts with any species
with a greater electron density. This gives it a high oxidation potential of 2.07V and a
broad-spectrum of antimicrobial activity(Miller 1978, Rovira and others 1993). Its
reaction products are much less toxic compared to chlorine for instance. It has a short
half-life and decomposes to oxygen in approximately 20 min (Shammas and Wang,
2004). At room temperature, it is a colorless pungent gas detectable at 0.02 - 0.05 ppm
(EPA 1999). It can however be produced synthetically by thermal methods,
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photochemical methods and electrical (corona) discharge method. There are numerous
methods for monitoring ozone in aqueous solutions. The indigo colorimetric is a
sensitive, precise, fast, and more selective method of ozone measurement than other
methods (Langlais and others 1991). The indigo molecule contains only one C=C double
bond which can be expected to react with ozone with a very high reaction-rate constant.

Earlier studies have outlined the theory of mass transfer in chemical reactions and
suggested models that can be employed to study the kinetics of gas–liquid reaction
systems ( Danckwerts 1970, Doraiswamy and Sharma 1984). Experimental techniques
used to obtain the kinetic data for systems may differ (Vaidya and Kenig 2007).
Therefore, different investigators using identical conditions may observe some deviations
in estimated kinetic parameters.

The objective of this preliminary study was to understand the behavior of ozone in an
aqueous medium and to collect data that would guide further experimentation.
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3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Reagents

Chemicals: Potassium indigo trisulfate (C16H7N2O11S3K3), concentrated phosphoric acid,
sodium dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4).

3.3.2 Model System

A model system containing 0.5% malic acid (Sigma- Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO) with pH
adjusted to 3.0-4.2 by the addition of NaOH was used as a reaction medium. The pH was
measured using an accumet AR25 dual channel pH/ion meter (Fisher scientific, Fair
Lawn, NJ) which was calibrated every week. The conditions for the model system were
chosen based on the typical levels of malic acid in apple juice( Lee and Wrolstad 1988).

3.3.3 Apple cider

Apple cider was obtained from local grocery stores. (Wal-Mart Stores, Inc, Bentonville,
AR 72716) was used for juice experiments
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3.3.4 Ozone Generation Equipment

The electrical (corona) discharge method was used to generate ozone. A Clearwater Tech
LLC (San Luis Obispo, CA) ozone generation unit was used to generate ozone. This
comprised an AD-40 Air Dryer, CD-12 Corona Discharge Ozone Generation System and
an OCD-11 Ozone Destruct Unit. Air was drawn through the air dryer via a Masterflex
(I/P) (Model 77601-00, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Barrington, IL) peristaltic pump. Dried
air/oxygen is passed through the ozone generator that had two high-voltage electrodes
separated by a dielectric material. The generated gaseous ozone was delivered to the
reaction vessel by an ozone resistant tube. The gaseous ozone concentration was
regulated by a knob on the ozone generator up to 10-levels, each level representing 0.1%.
Actual percent gas concentrations in air (w/w) at levels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 measured with
an ozone analyzer (Model 450H bench-top analyzer, Teledyne Technologies, Inc., Los
Angeles, Calif.) were 0.089 ± 0.012, 0.180 ± 0.030, 0.280 ± 0.020, 0.370 ± 0.019, 0.490
± 0.014, 0.580 ± 0.020, respectively. After reaction in the reaction vessel any excess
ozone is directed into the ozone destruct unit where a heated chamber of manganese
oxide and copper oxide convert ozone back to oxygen.

3.3.5 Ozone Measurement

Three methods were evaluated for measuring dissolved ozone, an oxidation-reduction
potential (ORP), iodometric and indigo colorimetric method.
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3.3.5.1 Oxidation-Reduction Potential (ORP) Measurements

Oxidation-Reduction Potential (ORP) Measurements were carried out using an Accumet
AR25 dual channel pH/ion meter (Fisher scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ), which was calibrated
weekly. The readings were taken after the reading was stabilized. ORP measurement uses

the principle that an inert metal electrode (e.g. platinum) donates electrons to an oxidant
or accepts electrons from a reductant due to its low resistance (Emerson Process
Management 2008). The ORP electrode will continue to donate or receive electrons until
a potential is developed due to a charge build up equal to the ORP of the solution.

3.3.5.2 Iodometric method

The iodometric method is a modified version of the standard method (APHA 1998), for
cider as described by Steenstrup and Floros (2004). For this procedure, 10 mL of ozonetreated apple cider was added to 90 mL of a 2% KI solution (Sigma Chemical Co., St.
Louis, MO), acidified to pH just below 2 with 1 N H2SO4 and 1 mL starch indicator
(Sigma) was added. The solution was titrated with 0.005 M thiosulfate solution (Sigma)
and the concentration of ozone was calculated as stated in Standard Methods (1985).
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3.3.5.3 Indigo colorimetric method

The indigo method described in Standard Methods (APHA 1998), which is based on the
study by Bader and Hoigne (1982), was also used. Indigo reagent II solution was
prepared from indigo stock solution made by dissolving 770mg potassium indigo
trisulfonate (C16H7N2O11S3K3) in 1L distilled water to which 1mL concentrated
phosphoric acid had been added. Indigo reagent II solution was prepared by adding
100mL of indigo stock solution to 1L distilled water, 10g sodium dihydrogen phosphate
(NaH2PO4) and 7mL concentrated phosphoric acid. After ozone treatment, 1mL samples
were taken and added to 2mL of indigo reagent II solution. The absorbance of the sample
was read on a BYK Gardner LCSII Spectrophotometer (TUV Rheinland of North
America, Inc). The formula of Gordon and Bubnis (2002), which is based on the actual
amount of indigo added, was used as follows:

[O3] (mg/l) =

100 [AB – AS]
AB × 1.664 × VS

grams indigo
×

(Eq. 3.1)

0.77

[Where AB = Absorbance of Blank, AS = Absorbance of sample, and VS = Volume of
sample in mL]

Ozone was sparged through distilled water for 30mins. During this time, 1mL samples of
the distilled water in which ozone had dissolved were taken periodically until such a time
when it was determined that there were no differences in the absorbance measured. This
absorbance was subtracted from the absorbance of the blank which only had 1mL
distilled water added to 2mL indigo II reagent.
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3.3.5.4 Measurement of ozone loss after equilibration

Another experiment was carried out to determine the dissipation of ozone from the
aqueous medium after ozone equilibration. This experiment was carried out in two ways.
One in which air at a flow rate of 0.8LPM was sparged through the system and another
where no air was sparged.

3.3.5.5 Accuracy of ozone measurement

Initially, the reagent turned colorless after 30mins meaning that the indigo reagent was
the limiting reagent. Therefore, 1mL indigo reagent samples were added to 8mL, 5mL
and 2.5mL samples of ozone dissolved distilled water were taken every 10min.

3.3.5.6 Measurement of different ozone concentrations

The concentration of ozone in the aqueous medium for 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3 % ozone in
air was also determined. An earlier experiment had shown that 2.5mL indigo reagent with
1mL ozone treated water samples did not become colorless after 1hr of ozone treatment.
Therefore a 2.5:1 ratio of indigo reagent to dissolved ozone distilled water was eventually
used to measure dissolved ozone concentration
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3.3.5.7 Mass transfer coefficient for different ozone concentrations

After the ozone concentration determination, the KLa constant which represents the mass
transfer coefficient of ozone was calculated using the results from the ozone
concentration measurement described above. In doing this, only the part of the graph that
represented the rise in ozone concentration was used to generate a linear relationship
from the plot of In [([O3]* - [O3]) / ([O3]* - [O3] o)] vs. t. The slope of the straight line is
the KLa constant and it was calculated according to the equation:

KLat

[O3]* - [O3]
=

Ln

(Eq. 3.2)

[O3]* - [O3]
o

Where
[O3]* = Ozone concentration at equilibrium
[O3] = Ozone concentration at any time t
[O3] o = Ozone concentration at zero time
t = Time of ozonation
(Gurol and Singer 1982)

3.3.5.8 Measurement of ozone concentration in model system

The concentration of ozone in the model system was measured according to the indigo
colorimetric method as described in Section 3.3.5.3. Ozone was sparged through 250 mL
of the model system and samples taken at periodic intervals.
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3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Determination of ozone concentration using ORP measurements

At the start of the experiments an attempt was made to correlate the ozone concentration
with oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) measurements in distilled water. Figure 3.1
shows that the experimental runs at different temperatures could not yield any meaningful
trends in the data from which any correlations between the measured ORP and the ozone
concentration could be made. This was probably because temperature is not compensated
for in the measurement of ORP. It was thought that the highly oxidative nature of ozone
will lead to a charge build up in distilled water that could be correlated to solution ORP.
However, the experimental results proved otherwise. The conclusion from this
experiment was that ORP was not a useful determinant of ozone concentration in distilled
water.
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Figure 3.1: Oxidation-Reduction Potential (ORP) measurements in distilled water.
Sample volume = 250mL distilled water, [O3] = 0.2 % w/w in air, flow rate = 2LPM, T =
5-25˚C.

3.4.2 Determination of ozone concentration using Iodometric method

Figure 3.2 shows results when the ozone concentration measurement method described in
the Steenstrup and Floros(2004) study was used. The figure shows that there were no
significant differences in the ozone concentration even after 30min of measurements. An
ozone concentration range of 7-10.5mg/L was used in that study. In our study the ozone
concentration used was <1mg/L. The iodometric method of ozone measurement is very
sensitive and usually records ozone during sample collection and titration with thiosulfate
solution. It is possible that because of the low ozone concentration levels that we used,
majority of the ozone was lost to the atmosphere between the time of sample abstraction
and sample titration with the thiosulfate solution and hence the insignificant differences
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in the ozone concentration measured over the 30minute period. It is also possible that a
consistent error that depleted ozone was responsible.
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Figure 3.2: Change in ozone concentration in apple cider using the Iodometric method.
Sample volume = 250mL apple cider, [O3] = 0.2 % w/w in air, flow rate = 2LPM, T =
25˚C

3.4.3 Determination of ozone concentration using indigo colorimetric method

The inability of the ORP and iodometric measurements to generate any trends in the data
meant that a different determinant for the ozone concentration was needed. In the
literature, ozone concentration in the liquid phase had been measured by the indigo
colorimetric method which uses reaction between ozone and indigo reagent as a measure
of dissolved ozone. This method proved to be successful in measuring dissolved ozone in
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the distilled water and it was adopted to measure ozone concentration in distilled water.
Figure 3.3 shows ozone concentration was found to rise to a maximum of 0.6mg/L in the
distilled water. The assumptions made were that: ozone concentration was uniformly
distributed in the vessel, most of the ozone applied was transferred to the water and that
once equilibrium was reached the rate of ozone transfer was equal to its decomposition.
The limitation in this experiment was that the solution turned colorless in the final stages
of the experiment meaning that indigo reagent was the limiting factor.
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Figure 3.3: Ozone concentration determination by indigo colorimetric method. Sample
volume = 250mL distilled water, [O3] = 0.2 % w/w in air, flow rate = 0.8LPM, T = 25˚C
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3.4.4 Ozone decomposition in the ozone dissolved distilled water.

After equilibrium was reached, the decomposition of ozone in distilled water was also
studied. The ozone generator was turned off and the ozone concentration continued for
the experiment shown in Figure 3.3. However, ozone concentration was measured in two
ways. In the first measurement, the measurement was taken whilst sparging air through
the vessel. In the second measurement, no air was sparged through the vessel. Figures 3.4
and 3.5 show that it took 35min when air was sparged through the vessel and 70min
when there was no air sparged through the system for most of the ozone to decompose
from the vessel.
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Figure 3.4: Decline in ozone concentration with time in ozone dissolved distilled water at
25˚C for 0.6% w/w ozone in air. Samples were taken and measured as in the
determination of ozone concentration.
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Figure 3.5: Decline in ozone concentration with time in ozone dissolved distilled water.
([O3] = 0.6% w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.8 LPM, T = 25C). Air was sparged through
the system to get rid of excess ozone. Samples were taken and measured as in the
determination of ozone concentration.

3.4.5 Accuracy of ozone measurement

To ensure that the absorbance value corresponds to the concentration of all the ozone in
the system, the solution must not be colorless. The literature (APHA 1998) stated that if
the solution turns colorless then higher indigo II reagent volumes must be utilized. To do
this the indigo II reagent volumes were maintained and the ozone dissolved water
samples were lowered representing an increase in the indigo reagent used. Figure 3.6
shows that when the indigo reagent volume was maintained and the ozone dissolved
distilled water samples were lowered the equilibrium ozone concentrations recorded also
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increased. At the 1mL:2.5mL run the end solution was no longer colorless meaning that
the all the ozone in the solution had been measured.
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Figure 3.6: Ozone concentration in distilled water for different ozone sample volumes.
Sample volumes = 2.5, 5.0, 8.0 and 9.0mL. [O3] = 0.2 %w/w ozone in air, Temperature =
25˚C, Ozone flow rate = 2 LPM. Volume of indigo reagent = 1mL

The obsevation made here was that to measure even higher ozone concentrations the
indigo reagent volume must be increased considerably relative to the sample volume to
account for all the ozone present.Therefore a 2.5:1 ratio of indigo reagent to dissolved
ozone distilled water was eventually used to determine the ozone concentration at 0.1%,
0.2% and 0.3 % ozone in air (Figure 3.5) as 0.41 ±0.01, 0.62±0.02 and 0.89±0.04 mg/L
ozone respectively. The actual gas concentrations were also measured as 0.191± 0.09,
0.392 ± 0.15 and 0.581 ± 0.01 % w/w ozone in air for generator readings of 0.2, 0.4 and
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0.6% w/w ozone in air respectively. The conclusion from this part of the research was
that it may take between 10-30min for the dissolved ozone to reach equilibrium levels in
the distilled water for all ozone gas concentrations.
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Figure 3.7: Dissolved ozone concentration at three different ozone levels of mg/L Ozone
(Ozone flow rate= 0.8L/min, Temperature = 25C, Sample = 250mL DI water)

3.4.6 Mass transfer coefficient (KLa) of ozone

Concentration of ozone was followed with time until the equilibrium concentration of
ozone was reached. The KLa was calculated using data that was obtained for Figure 3.5.
Only the linear portion of the graph which constituted ozone rise up to 8min was
considered in the calculation of the KLa. Increasing the ozone concentration was expected
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to increase the KLa (Singer and Hull 2000). The KLa is the mass transfer coefficient
governing the absorption of ozone by the solution. The values obtained for KLa were
0.167±0.005, 0.174±0.004 and 0.208±0.008 for 0.1 % w/w ozone, 0.2% w/w ozone and
0.3% w/w ozone in air respectively. The results show that the KLa constant increased
with increasing ozone concentration (Figure 3.6 and Table 3.1). This agreed with what
had been previously reported in literature (Singer and Hull 2000). The KLa values are
significant for changes in the reaction conditions. For instance, in scaling up the reaction
conditions where different ozone concentration, reaction vessel volume and flow rate are
applied, these same mass transfer coefficients of ozone must be achieved for effective

-In [ ( [O3]* - [O3] ) / ([O3]* - [O3]o ) ]

ozonation in the reaction vessel and to replicate the results of this study.
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Figure 3.8: A plot of the -In [ ( [O3]* - [O3] ) / ([O3]* - [O3]o ) ] vs. time for calculation
of KLa. The slope at each ozone concentration is the KLa.
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Table 3.1: KLa constants for different ozone concentrations

[O3] (%w/w in air)

KLa ± SD

0.1

0.167 ± 0.002 a

0.2

0.174 ± 0.004 b

0.3

0.208 ± 0.008 c

abc – Values with different letters in the same column are significantly different from
each other

3.4.7 Ozone measurement in model system

Figure 3.9 shows measurement of ozone concentration in the model system. The figure
shows that after the rise to about 0.08mg/L the concentration there were no significant
changes in the ozone concentration measured for the malic acid buffer after four minutes.
It was hypothesized that malic acid present in the model system gave inaccurate results.
One study found that a malic acid –Cu complex has absorbance maximum at around 750
nm (Yamamoto and others 2001). This is appreciably close to the 600nm at which the
absorbance readings were taken. It hypothesized that malic acid complexes with other
species that absorb at wavelengths near 600 which may have interfered with the
absorbance of the indigo reagent resulting in very low absorbance readings and hence the
low ozone concentration results.
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Figure 3.9: Dissolved ozone concentration in model system (Sample volume = 250mL,
[O3] = 0.2 %w/w ozone in air, flow rate= 0.8L/min, T = 25C)

This assumption was made that the indigo colorimetric method could not accurately
measure the amount of ozone present in model system, juice or cider. Therefore, the
values obtained for ozone concentration in distilled water were used to estimate the
amount of ozone present in the model system, apple juice and apple cider.
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3.5 Conclusions

For this study, ozone concentration was effectively measured by the indigo colorimetric
method in distilled water. This shows that the gaseous ozone from our ozone generation
system produced quantifiable ozone levels that could be measured in an aqueous
medium. The method could however not be replicated in our model system.
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Chapter 4

KINETICS OF PATULIN DEGRADATION IN AN APPLE JUICE MODEL
SYSTEM UNDER EQUILIBRIUM AND NON-EQUILIBRIUM OZONATION
CONDITIONS

4.1 Abstract

The kinetics of O3 induced patulin reduction in an apple juice model system was studied.
The effects of patulin concentration, ozone concentration, pH and temperature were
investigated under equilibrium and non-equilibrium ozone conditions. Ozonation was
achieved by sparging 250 mL into the model system. For ozone equilibrium conditions,
patulin was added after maximum ozone concentration was achieved in the model
system. Non-equilibrium ozone conditions were studied by adding patulin immediately
before ozonation began and thus more closely represented a commercial juice ozone
process. HPLC analysis of samples treated under both ozonation conditions showed that
patulin degradation followed apparent first order reaction kinetics through the initial 50%
decrease in patulin. Under both conditions, the significant factors affecting rate constant
values were initial patulin concentration, ozone concentration, and temperature but not
pH.
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4.2 Introduction

Patulin is a mycotoxin and a secondary metabolite produced mostly by the Penicillium,
Byssochlamys and Aspergillus genera of molds (Harrison, 1989). The patulin present in
apple juice survives pasteurization processes because pasteurization causes only
moderate reduction in patulin levels (WHO 1990). In one study, only 18.8% reduction in
patulin concentration in juice was recorded at 60, 80 and 90⁰C high temperature short
time treatments (Damaglou and Campbell 1985). Animal studies have shown that patulin
is carcinogenic, mutagenic, teratogenic and highly toxic but none of these symptoms have
been recorded in humans (Pfeiffer and others 1998, Hopkins1993, Wichmann and others
2002, Roll and others 1990, Mahfoud and others 2002). As a precautionary measure, the
FDA has set a 50ug/L action level in apple products. The treatments for patulin reduction
currently involve chemical, biological and physical treatments (Moake and others 2005).
But none of these can be used as a stand-alone treatment for patulin. Moake and others
(2005) have suggested that because one treatment has not proven entirely successful in
patulin control, a combination of treatments should be incorporated in control of the
mycotoxin. However, the chemistry of patulin (a polyketide lactone mycotoxin) makes it
highly vulnerable to oxidation and exposure to a strong oxidant, such as ozone, may
oxidize it completely (Mckenzie 1997).

Ozone is the triatomic allotrope of oxygen with many food processing advantages. It has
an electronegative oxygen atom with a high oxidation potential of 2.07V. This gives it a
high reactivity and a broad-spectrum of antimicrobial activity (Miller 1978, Rovira and
others 1993). At room temperature, it is a colorless pungent gas detectable at 0.02 - 0.05
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ppm (EPA 1999) and can be produced synthetically by thermal methods, photochemical
methods and electrical (corona) discharge method. One method for monitoring it in the
liquid phase is the indigo colorimetric method (Langlais and others 1991). The indigo
molecule contains only one C=C double bond which can be expected to react with ozone
with a very high reaction-rate constant. In this study, gaseous ozone reacts with patulin
in the liquid phase and it is therefore necessary to understand the kinetics associated with
the process.

Kinetics is the study of the rate of chemical reactions and the influence of different
conditions on the reaction rate of a system (Heldman and Lund 2007). The determination
of the reaction rate provides useful information about a reaction mechanism. Factors
affecting the rate of a reaction include substrate concentration, pH and temperature.
Based on the collision theory, molecules must collide in order to react. Thus, the higher
the concentration of reactants, the higher the frequency of collision and consequently the
higher rate of the reaction. The nature of the reactants and their physical state (solid,
liquid, or gas) also affect the reaction rate, because the type of the bonds formed will
influence the time it takes to form products. The chemical environment and factors such
as pH can also influence the rate of a reaction. The presence of certain chemical species
may hinder or facilitate the reaction and pH may influence the physical state of the
reactants. An increase in temperature increases the vibrational energy of the molecules
which leads to an increased reaction rate.
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In this chapter, we hypothesize that patulin levels can be reduced in the model system by
the application of ozone gas and that this reduction is dependent on pH, temperature,
ozone concentration and patulin concentration.
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4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1. Reagents

Chemicals: HPLC-grade methanol, acetonitrile and ethyl acetate: reagent –grade ethyl
ether, Potassium indigo trisulfate (C16H7N2O11S3K3), concentrated phosphoric acid,
sodium dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4).
Patulin – Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO
Sodium bicarbonate 1% - 1g sodium bicarbonate was dissolved in 100mL distilled
water
Acetic Acid 1% - 1mL acetic acid was added to 99mL distilled water
Acetic acid solution – Distilled water was adjusted to pH 4 with acetic acid.

4.3.2. Model System

A model system containing 0.5% malic acid (Sigma- Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO) with pH
adjusted to 3.0-4.2 by the addition of NaOH was used as a reaction medium. The pH was
measured using an accumet AR25 dual channel pH/ion meter (Fisher scientific, Fair
Lawn, NJ) which was calibrated every week. Malic acid levels chosen for the model
system were based on the typical levels reported in apple juice (Lee and Wrolstad 1988).
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4.3.3. Apple cider and juice

Apple juice and cider were obtained from local grocery stores. Shelf stable apple juice
made from concentrate and containing no added ascorbic acid (Wal-Mart Stores, Inc,
Bentonville, AR 72716) was used for juice experiments

4.3.4. Ozone Generation Equipment

The electrical (corona) discharge method was used to generate ozone. A Clearwater Tech
LLC (San Luis Obispo, CA) ozone generation unit was used to generate ozone. This
comprised an AD-40 Air Dryer, CD-12 Corona Discharge Ozone Generation System and
an OCD-11 Ozone Destruct Unit. Air was drawn through the air dryer via a Masterflex
(I/P) (Model 77601-00, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Barrington, IL) peristaltic pump. Dried
air/oxygen is passed through the ozone generator that had two high-voltage electrodes
separated by a dielectric material. The amount of ozone delivered to the reaction solution
was varied by adjusting a 10-level knob on the ozone generation system with each level
representing 0.1% w/w ozone in air or by changing the pump flow rate. Excess ozone
was directed from the reaction vessel to the ozone destruct unit where a heated chamber
of manganese oxide and copper oxide converted ozone back to oxygen.
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4.3.5. Preparation of patulin stock solution

A 5mg patulin was transferred into a 25mL volumetric flask and dissolved with ethyl
acetate to the mark making up a 200,000ppb/mL solution.

4.3.6. Sample preparation and treatment

Appropriate amounts of the ethyl acetate patulin stock solution were evaporated under N2
and then dissolved in distilled water previously acidified to pH 4.0 with acetic acid.
Varying amounts of this solution (no more than 4 ml) were added to the model system
based on the required initial patulin concentration to achieve a final volume of 250 mL.
The selection of initial patulin concentrations was based on levels that could occur in
contaminated juice (Kashtock 2004). The range of pH values used included those
typically found in juice (Lee and Wrolstad 1988). Temperatures, controlled by immersing
the reaction flask in a temperature controlled water bath (Model RTE17,
ThermoNESLAB) were chosen to reflect potential commercial juice storage conditions.
Gas ozone concentrations and flow rates selected so that a sufficient number of samples
could be taken to adequately study the complete degradation reaction.

Patulin degradation was studied under equilibrium and non-equilibrium ozone conditions.
For equilibrium ozone studies, patulin was added after ozone was allowed to equilibrate
in the model system for 30 minutes. This sparging time was previously determined in
Chapter 3 and indicates the amount of time necessary to satisfy ozone demand and to
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maximize dissolution of the gas into the aqueous phase of the model system before
addition of patulin. To study patulin degradation at non-equilibrium ozone concentration
conditions, patulin was added before the beginning of ozonation, likely well before ozone
demand was satisfied and equilibrium gas dissolution was achieved.

After ozonation was started, 1.0 mL samples were periodically taken for HPLC analyses.
It was assumed that the resulting reduction in reaction volume (< 4% w/w) did not affect
the kinetics of the reaction. No extraction was necessary for the model system samples
because it could be run on the HPLC without interference from other components.

4.3.7 HPLC analysis

A Waters 600 controller and HPLC pump delivery system (flow rate 1.0mLPM), a
Waters 717 plus auto-sampler, and a Waters 996 photodiode array UV detector was used
to determine patulin levels (Waters Corp. 2002 Milford, MA). The isocratic HPLC
Mobile phase consisted of two solvents: Solvent A (1 part w/w) was 0.1% formic acid
(A.C.S. reagent, Sigma-Aldrich Saint Louis, MO) in HPLC grade water with pH adjusted
to 1.85 using hydrochloric acid (Riedel-de Haen, Germany). Solvent B (99 parts w/w)
was HPLC grade Acetonitrile (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ). Patulin separation was
achieved by injecting 10μl onto a reverse phase Allure C18 column (4.6m X 150mm, 5μm
particle size, Restek, Bellefonte, PA) for detection at 276nm. The data was analyzed
using the Waters Empower Pro software. A representative chromatogram showing the
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peak for patulin eluting at approximately 4 minutes is shown in Figure 4.1. This is the
point at which readings were taken during the patulin measurement and analysis.

Figure 4.1: Representative HPLC chromatogram for patulin

4.3.8 Patulin standard curve

Figure 4.2 shows the standard curve used to calculate patulin concentrations. The
regression equation was AU = 0.0591[P]. AU = arbitrary units for absorbance and [P] =
patulin concentration (ppb). The correlation coefficient (R 2) for the standard curve was
0.997 indicating very good linearity. Therefore, the regression equation was used to
determine patulin concentrations in treated samples.
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Figure 4.2: Standard curve of patulin

4.3.9 Statistical Analyses

Minitab 15 (Minitab, Inc., State College, PA USA) was used to analyze the data obtained
from the preliminary experiments and the RSM runs. An analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and correlation coefficients were obtained. Tukey's multiple range test and general linear
model were used to obtain comparisons among sample means. Evaluations were based on
the P <0.05 significance level. The overall effects of initial patulin concentration, ozone
concentration and temperature were determined.
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4.4. Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Comparison of patulin reduction under equilibrium and non equilibrium
ozone conditions

Patulin degradation under equilibrium and non equilibrium ozone conditions is shown in
Figure 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. In each graph, the effect of sparging the solution with air
only is shown (designated as control). Although different initial patulin concentrations
and ozone flow rates were used for the two reactions, samples treated with air only did
not show any significant (p<0.05) change in patulin concentration. This demonstrates that
the active ingredient in the sparging gas, ozone, was responsible for the reduction in
patulin. It is apparent from the shape of the treatment curves, that the reaction kinetics
under equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions is markedly different.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of ozone treatment on patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone
conditions. ([P] = 3000ppb, [O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 1.6LPM, T = 25˚C,
pH = 3.6)
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Figure 4.4: Effect of ozone treatment on patulin degradation under non-equilibrium
ozone conditions. ([P] = 500ppb, [O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.8LPM, T =
15˚C, pH = 3.6)
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The conditions in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 were not identical. Figure 4.3 shows patulin
reduction under equilibrium and non-equilibrium for identical reaction conditions.
Under the equilibrium ozone condition, patulin was added after 30 min of sparging ozone
through the model system. Degradation was faster in this case. Under non-equilibrium
conditions, where patulin was added at the same time that ozone sparging began,
degradation occurred more slowly compared to equilibrium ozone conditions. The
initially slower rate of patulin degradation observed under non-equilibrium ozone
conditions may be the result of incomplete elimination of ozone demand and gas
dissolution. Thus the difference in patulin degradation rates can be explained by the
difference in the amount of ozone available to react, particularly during the initial stages
of the reaction.
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Figure 4.5 Patulin degradation under equilibrium and non equilibrium ozone conditions.
([P] = 1000ppb [O3] = 0.2 % w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 2 LPM, T = 25˚C)
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4.4.2: Determination of reaction order for patulin degradation under equilibrium
and non-equilibrium ozone conditions

Reaction order is defined as the number of molecules participating in a reaction as
reactants (Sablani and others, 2007). Reactions can be zero order, first or second order.

For any reaction,

A+B

C+D

(Eq. 4.1)

The general equation for studying the kinetics of the reaction is
-dA / dt = knAn

(Eq. 4.2)

Where A is the concentration at any time t, k is the specific reaction rate, t = time of
reaction and n is the order of the reaction.

For a zero order reaction,

dA/ dt = ko

(Eq. 4.3)

The reaction rate is independent of the concentration and the reaction rate constant k o is
obtained by integrating Eq. 4.3
Ao – At = kot

(Eq. 4.4)

Where Ao and A are concentrations at time 0 and any time t respectively. A plot of the
concentration against time should yield a straight line if the reaction is zero order.

For a first order reaction,
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dA/dt = k1t

(Eq. 4.5)

The reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of the reacting species and is
obtained from integrating Eq. 4.5 as

ln (A/Ao) = -k1t

(Eq. 4.6)

Where k1 is the first order reaction rate constant. A plot of ln (A/A o) against time should
yield a straight line for a first order reaction.

For a second order reaction,
dA/dt = k2A2

(Eq. 4.7)

The reaction rate is proportional to the square of the concentration for a single reactant
and the product of the concentrations for two reactants.

Integrating Eq 4.7 gives:
1/A – 1/Ao = k2t

(Eq. 4.8)

Where k2 is the second order reaction rate constant. A plot of 1/A against time should
yield a straight line.
In our determination of the reaction order for the reaction, the R 2 values for the slopes of
zero, first and second order reaction plots were compared and the reaction with the
highest R2 value was assumed to most adequately describe the reaction.
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4.4.2.1 Determination of reaction order for patulin degradation under equilibrium
ozone conditions

To understand the kinetics of patulin degradation by ozone and find a model that
describes this degradation, kinetic plots for zero, first and second order reactions are
necessary to establish the most appropriate reaction order.

In the rate order graphs presented below, the determination of rate order was presented
using 1) the complete data and 2) the data representing approximately the first 50%
reduction in initial patulin concentration. This was necessary because the graphs for the
patulin degradation under equilibrium and non-equilibrium ozone conditions suggested
complex kinetics.

Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show zero, first and second kinetic plots for complete and 50%
degradation of patulin. Reaction rate constants calculated from the slope of each plot and
corresponding R2 values are summarized in Table 4.1. For each of the three plots, it is
evident from visual observation and R2 values that the data do not fit the zero, first, or
second order plots when all of the data are used to determine the regression line. It is also
apparent that R2 values are increased when only the data representing the initial 50%
reduction are used.

Heldman and Lund (2007) have stated that in most degradation reactions in food systems,
the reaction order may not clearly be a zero order or first order reaction. Ozone can react
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Figure 4.6: Zero order regression plots showing patulin degradation zone under
equilibrium ozone conditions using data representing complete and 50% degradation. ([P]
= 3000ppb, [O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 1.6LPM, T = 25˚C, pH = 3.6). Each
data point represents the average of three determinations.
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Figure 4.7: First order regression plots showing patulin degradation under equilibrium
ozone conditions using data representing complete and 50% degradation. ([P] = 3000ppb,
[O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 1.6LPM, T = 25˚C, pH = 3.6). Each data point
represents the average of three determinations.
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Figure 4.8: Second order regression plots showing patulin degradation under equilibrium
ozone conditions using data representing complete and 50% degradation. ([P] = 3000ppb,
[O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 1.6LPM, T = 25˚C, pH = 3.6). Each data point
represents the average of three determinations.

Table 4.1: Summary of R2 values for zero, first and second order kinetic plots for patulin
degradation under equilibrium ozone conditions.

Reaction order

R2 for ~100% Patulin
Degradation

R2 for ~50% Patulin
Degradation
0.9954

Zero order

0.8919

First order

0.9797

0.9984

Second order

0.7093

0.9708

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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via a direct reaction pathway involving molecular ozone or by an indirect pathway
involving various highly reactive radicals that arise from the decomposition (Gurol and
Singer 1982). McKenzie (1997) has also reported that patulin reacts with ozone through
an intermediate step. This means that the degradation is complex. According to Labuza
(1984), consideration of all the data points may lead to over- or under-estimation of the
reaction rate. This has been overcome in literature (Labuza 1984, Traoukis and others
1997) by following the reaction using the data that represents the initial portion of the
degradation curve to approximately 50-75%. In this study, reactions were followed for
greater than 50 but less than 60%.

Based on the graphical analysis for the determination of rate order and the approach
recommend by Labuza (1984) and Traoukis and others (1997), the use of first order rate
constants derived from data representing the initial 50% reduction in patulin is justified
and will be used later in this chapter to determine significant factors affecting patulin
destruction under equilibrium ozone conditions.

4.4.2.2 Determination of reaction order for patulin degradation under nonequilibrium ozone conditions

The approach taken in the previous section is used in this section to determine the
reaction rate order for patulin degradation under non-equilibrium ozone conditions.
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Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 show respective zero, first and second order kinetic plots for
complete and approximately 50% degradation of patulin. Reaction rate constants
calculated from the slope of each plot and corresponding R2 values are summarized in
Table 4.2. Similar to the results for patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone
conditions (Table 4.1), the summary data in Table 4.2 for non equilibrium conditions
shows that using data that represent the initial 50% decrease in patulin results in higher
R2 values for the zero, first and second order graphs. This suggests that either of these
rate orders, especially the zero and first order model which had the highest R 2 values,
would be suitable to describe the initial part of the reaction.

Figures 4.12 a and b confirms that the linear fit of the data on the zero order graph is
improved by limiting the regression analysis to data points representing the initial 50%
of the reaction. However, reaction rate at different patulin concentrations (Figure 4.12
and Figure 4.13) was different. Thus the reaction rate order cannot be zero order and
cannot simply be determined by comparison of R2 values. A more complete mathematical
relationship may be required to adequately describe the complete patulin degradation
process. However, for purposes of determining significant factors affecting patulin
degradation under non equilibrium conditions, we will use the apparent first order rate
constant determined using only the data representing the initial 50% degradation.
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Figure 4.9 Zero order regression plots showing patulin degradation under non
equilibrium ozone conditions using data representing complete and 50% degradation. ([P]
= 500ppb, [O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.8LPM, T = 15˚C, pH = 3.6). Each
data point represents the average of three determinations.
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Figure 4.10: First order regression plots showing patulin degradation under non
equilibrium ozone conditions using data representing complete and 50% degradation.
([P] = 500ppb, [O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.8LPM, T = 15˚C, pH = 3.6).
Each data point represents the average of three determinations.
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Figure 4.11: Second order regression plots showing patulin degradation under non
equilibrium ozone conditions using data representing complete and 50% degradation.
([P] = 500ppb, [O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.8LPM, T = 15˚C, pH = 3.6).
Each data point represents the average of three determinations.

Table 4.2: Summary of R2 values for zero, first and second order kinetic plots for patulin
degradation under non equilibrium ozone conditions.

Reaction order

R2 for complete
reaction

R2 for ~50% patulin
degradation

Zero order

0.8621

0.9698

First order

0.6313

0.9771

0.3671

0.9458

Second order

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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a)

b)

Figure 4.12: Zero order regression plots showing patulin degradation under non
equilibrium ozone conditions using a) the complete data and b) approximately 50% of the
data. ([P] = 500ppb and 750ppb, [O3] = 0.2%w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.8LPM, T =
15˚C, pH = 3.6). Each data point represents the average of three determinations.
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4.4.3 Determination of significant factors affecting patulin degradation under
equilibrium and non equilibrium ozone conditions

Significant factors affecting patulin degradation under equilibrium and non equilibrium
ozone conditions were determined using apparent first order rate constants determined
from data representing approximately the initial 50% of the degradation reaction.

4.4.3.1 Determination of significant factors for patulin degradation under
equilibrium ozone conditions

4.4.3.1.1 Effect of initial patulin concentration

Different concentrations of patulin were treated with ozone to understand how the
degradation was affected by initial patulin concentration. The results shown in Figure
4.13 and Table 4.3 show that the reaction rate increased with increasing initial patulin
concentration. This means that the reaction is concentration dependent and further
confirms the rate order must be greater than zero.
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Figure 4.13. Effect of initial patulin concentration on patulin degradation under
equilibrium ozone conditions showing full reaction and 50% patulin degradation. [P] =
3000, 1000ppb, Sample = 250mL model system, [O3] = 0.1% w/w ozone in air, Flow rate
= 0.4 LPM, Temperature = 25˚C, pH = 3.6)

Table 4.3: Reaction rates for patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone conditions,

Patulin Concentration (ppb)

k1 ± SD (min-1)

3000

0.0145 ± 0.0011 a

1000

0.0233 ± 0.0007b

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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4.4.3.1.2 Effect of ozone concentration

Figure 4.14 and Table 4.4 show that patulin degradation was fastest at the highest applied
ozone. Three thousand ppb patulin was degraded to acceptable limits within 7, 10 and 35
min in the model system using 0.6%, 0.5% and 0.4% w/w ozone respectively. When
higher ozone concentrations than the 0.6%w/w ozone were applied the degradation was
so fast that the acceptable limit was reached in less than 3min or less. This degradation
occurs because ozone and hydroxyl radicals (OH-) generated in the solution open the
aromatic rings of patulin and create partial oxidation of patulin to products such as
organic acids, aldehydes, and ketones (Tiwari et al, 2008). These products may need to be
determined to ensure that the products of patulin degradation do not create other toxic
products in the stead of patulin.
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Figure 4.14: Effect of initial ozone concentration on patulin degradation under
equilibrium ozone conditions ([P] = 3000ppb, Sample = 250mL model system, [O3] =
0.2% w/w ozone in air, Flow rate = 0.4 LPM, T = 25˚C, pH = 3.6)

Table 4.4: Effect of ozone concentration on patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone
conditions.
[O3] (% w/w in air)

k1 ± SD (min -1)

0.4

0.0734 ± 0.0031 a

0.6

0.2573 ± 0.0014 b

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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4.4.3.1.3 Effect of pH

Figure 4.15 patulin degradation at pH 3.0, 3.6, and 4.2. At least 90% patulin reduction
was achieved within 40min at all pH conditions. The rate of degradation was slightly
more rapid at higher pH values, the calculated rate constants (Table 4.5) were not
significantly different (p < 0.05). It is known that ozone is less stable at higher pH values
where it decomposes to the more stable oxygen molecule (Ku and others 1996). But this
does not appear to be a factor within the pH range of this experiment. Patulin is more
unstable at higher pH (McCallum 2002). It is possible, therefore, that patulin was more
prone to degradation at the higher pH.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of pH on patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone conditions. [P]
= 1000ppb, Sample = 250mL model system, [O3] = 0.4% w/w ozone in air, flow rate =
0.4 LPM, T = 25˚C)

Table 4.5 Effect of pH on patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone conditions.
pH

k1 ± SD (min -1)

3.0

0.2442± 0.0024

3.6

0.2453 ± 0.0012

4.2

0.2466 ± 0.0018

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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Therefore, the stability of patulin in pH was studied for two hours. The result is shown in
Figure 4.16. There were no significant changes in patulin concentration at the different
pHs of 3.0, 3.6 and 4.2. Patulin was stable in the vessel over the period. Therefore the
degradation observed was not because of the instability of patulin at different solution
pHs.
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Figure 4.16: Effect of pH on patulin stability at different solution pHs of model system.
([P] = 1300ppb, T= 25oC)
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4.4.3.1.4 Effect of temperature

The effect of temperature was studied by spiking the model system with 1000ppb patulin
and treating with 0.6% w/w ozone. Figure 4.17 shows that almost all the patulin was
degraded by the ozone in less than 4 minutes. This reaction was too rapid to obtain
statistically meaningful data.
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8
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Figure 4.17. Effect of temperature on patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone
conditions. ([P] = 1000ppb, Sample = 250mL model system, [O3] = 0.6% w/w ozone in
air, flow rate = 2.0 LPM, T = 5, 15, 25 and 35˚C, pH = 3.6)

Therefore, there was the need to slow the reaction so that the kinetics of the reaction
could be studied. To do this, the model system was treated with 0.1% w/w ozone at
temperatures of 5, 15, 25 and 35C and the flow rate was decreased to 0.4 LPM. The result
is shown in Figure 4.18. Patulin degradation was fastest at the lowest temperature and
slowest at the highest temperature. Compared to Figure 4.17 when degradation was
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carried out at 2.0 LPM, it can be observed that it took a much longer time for patulin
degradation. This longer degradation can be attributed to the slower flow rate. At this
slower flow rate ozone became the limiting reactant as it was supplied at the same rate at
which it was being consumed. As a result, there was not enough ozone available to
degrade patulin at a faster rate. When it was carried out at the 0.6% w/w ozone in air and
2.0 LPM flow rate, ozone was the reactant in excess. Therefore more rapid patulin
degradation occurred because ozone was consumed and replenished at a faster rate.
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Figure 4.18. Effect of temperature on patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone
conditions showing the full reaction and 50% degradation. ([P] = 1000ppb, [O3] = 0.1%
w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.4 LPM, T = 5, 15, 25 and 35˚C, pH = 3.6)

Table 4.6 Effect of temperature on patulin degradation under equilibrium ozone
conditions.

Temperature (oC)

k1 ± SD (min -1)

5

0.0202 ± 0.0055 a

15

0.0293 ± 0.0012 b

25

0.4060 ± 0.0018 c

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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Figure 4.19 shows the Arrhenius plot for temperature dependence of the rate of patulin
degradation. The rate of degradation is shown to be faster at lower temperatures and
slower at higher temperatures. Temperature may increase the collision rate leading to
more reaction between ozone and patulin but the lower amount of ozone present at the
higher temperature would tend to render most of these collisions ineffective leading to
less or no reactions. The driving force of the reaction may be dissolved ozone in the
vessel which is more favored at a lower temperature.
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Figure 4.19. Arrhenius plot for temperature dependence of patulin degradation under
equilibrium ozone conditions.
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4.4.3.2 Determination of significant factors affecting patulin degradation under non
equilibrium ozone conditions

The degradation of patulin under non-equilibrium conditions was studied by adding the
patulin and beginning ozone sparging at the same time. This situation represents more
closely commercial conditions under which ozone would be introduced into a juice that
already contains patulin.

4.4.3.2.1 Effect of initial patulin concentration

The effect of initial patulin concentration at 500ppb and 750ppb patulin is shown in
Figure 4.20. Patulin degradation was faster at higher initial patulin concentration. This is
in agreement with collision theory which states that increasing the initial concentration
will result in higher rates because the more molecules present lead to a higher frequency
of collision.
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Figure 4.20: Effect of initial patulin concentration on patulin degradation under non
equilibrium ozone conditions. ([P] =500ppb and 750ppb, [O3] = 0.2% w/w ozone in air,
flow rate = 0.8 LPM, T = 15C)

Table 4.7: Effect of initial patulin concentration on patulin degradation under non
equilibrium ozone conditions.

Patulin Concentration (ppb)

k1 ± SD (min -1)

500

0.0672± 0.0018 a

750

0.1129 ± 0.0022 b

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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4.4.3.2.2 Effect of ozone concentration

Figure 4.21 shows that reaction rate constants increased with increasing ozone
concentration between 0.1 and 0.3% w/w ozone and patulin degradation was, as
expected, fastest at the highest applied ozone level (Table 4.9). At ozone concentrations
higher than 0.3% w/w the degradation was very rapid such that levels reach lower than 50
ppm in less than 3 minutes. This degradation occurs because ozone is very
electronegative and may attack the sites of electron density and open the aromatic rings
of patulin. McKenzie and others (1997) showed that the initial reaction between
mycotoxins with rings such as patulin follows an intermediate step where the ozone
initially attaches to the toxin and creates a partial oxidation before leading to products
such as organic acids, aldehydes, and ketones (Tiwari and others, 2008). The products of
patulin degradation by ozone may need to be determined to ensure that the products of
patulin degradation do not create other toxic products in the stead of patulin.
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Figure 4.21: Effect of ozone concentration on patulin degradation under non equilibrium
ozone conditions. ([P] = 500ppb, O3 = 0.2% w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.8LPM, T =
15˚C, pH = 3.6)

Table 4.8: Reaction rate constants for 500ppb patulin at treated with 0.1 - 0.3% ozone
under non equilibrium ozone conditions.

[O3] (%w/w in air)

k1 ± SD (min -1)

0.1

0.0503 ± 0.0046 a

0.2

0.0738 ± 0.0041b

0.3

0.1631± 0.0076 c

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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4.4.3.2.3 Effect of pH

The effect of pH on patulin degradation is shown in Figure 4.22. Slightly higher rate
constants were obtained at higher pH values which is consistent with the fact that ozone
is less stable under higher pH conditions (Table 4.9) (Ku and others 1996). However, the
differences were not significant (p < 0.05).
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Figure 4.22: Effect of pH on patulin degradation under non equilibrium ozone conditions.
([Patulin ] = 500ppb, [O3] = 0.2% w/w in air, flow rate = 0.8 LPM, T = 25oC)

Table 4.9: Effect of pH on patulin degradation under non equilibrium ozone conditions.
pH

k1± SD (min -1)

3.0

0.0872± 0.091 a

3.6

0.0961 ± 0.075 a

4.2

0.0992± 0.088 a

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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4.4.3.2.4 Effect of Temperature

The effect of temperature on patulin degradation was carried out at 5, 15, and 25⁰C
(Figure 4.23). Values for the rate constants in Table 4.10 indicate that patulin degradation
was significantly (p<0.05) more rapid at the higher temperatures.

It is known that ozone is more soluble in aqueous solution at lower temperatures
(Shammas and Wang 2005) thus it could be expected that faster reaction with patulin
would occur because of the higher dissolved ozone levels. This was not the case in this
reaction perhaps because of the lower levels of ozone used in this reaction. It appears that
when ozone is the limiting reactant the reaction obeys the classical collision theory
meaning that a higher temperature leads to faster reactions.
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Figure 4.23. Effect of temperature on patulin degradation under non equilibrium ozone
conditions. ([P] = 750ppb, [O3] = 0.2% w/w ozone in air, flow rate = 0.8 LPM, T = 15⁰C,
pH=3.6)

Table 4.10: Effect of temperature on patulin degradation by ozone at 5, 15 and 25⁰C
under non equilibrium ozone conditions.

Temperature (⁰C)

k1 ± SD (min -1)

5

0.0503 ± 0.052 a

15

0.0800 ± 0.020 b

25

0.1124 ± 0.058 c

Different letters in the same column represent significantly different values (p<0.05)
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To determine temperature dependence of a reaction the Arrhenius equation is used. The
Arrhenius equation which describes this behavior is:

k = A e (Ea / RT)

(Eq. 4.9)

Where k is the rate constant, A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy of
the reaction, T is the absolute temperature and R the gas constant. Resolving the
equation by taking the natural logarithm of each side gives:

Ln k = (-Ea / R) (1/T) + In A

(Eq. 4.10)

A reaction rate that is dependent on temperature obeys this Arrhenius equation. A plot of
Ln k vs. 1000/T generate a straight line in this case (Figure 4.24). Therefore, a graph of
Ln k against 1/T was plotted to determine whether the reaction rate is dependent on
temperature. It was observed that the degradation appeared to exhibit Arrhenius
behavior. The Arrhenius plot had an R2 value of 0.9969. This indicates that the rate
constant was dependent on the absolute temperature. The Activation energy is the energy
needed for one mole of reactants to react. The activation energy of the degradation of
patulin by ozone was 19.36 KJ/mol. This is lower than the activation required for the
degradation of patulin by ascorbic acid which has been reported as 59.5KJ/mol
(Kokkinidou and others, 2008). The pre exponential factor (A) was also calculated and
found to be 1.90×105.
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Figure 4.24. Arrhenius plot for the degradation of patulin under non equilibrium ozone
conditions. K is reaction rate constant calculated after fitting the zero order kinetic model
on the data obtained at 5, 15 and 25⁰C. 1/T is reciprocal of absolute and K is absolute
temperature
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4.5 Conclusions

Ozone is effective in degrading patulin in the malic acid model system and shows
promise for use in apple juice to decrease patulin levels able levels below the FDA limit
of 50 ppb. Apparent first order reaction kinetics using data for the first 50% reduction of
patulin was used to determine significant effects. Under equilibrium and non-equilibrium
ozone conditions, patulin degradation is significantly affected by the initial patulin
concentration, ozone concentration, and temperature but not pH. This exploratory work
shows that patulin degradation is complex and may require further analysis to understand
the complete reaction.
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Chapter 5

A RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY APPROACH FOR MODELING
PATULIN DEGRADATION BY OZONE IN APPLE JUICE AND APPLE CIDER

4.1 Abstract

The kinetics of O3 induced patulin reduction in an apple juice model system was
modeled. Treatments were performed according to a box-behnken experimental design at
5, 15 and 25oC with initial patulin concentrations of 500, 750, and 1000ppb. The ozone
concentrations used were 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3% w/w ozone in air. The RSM model developed
to describe a patulin degradation in the model system was significant at p<0.001 and
explained 99.3% of the variability in the reaction rate constant. All three variables, ozone
concentration, initial patulin concentration, and temperature were significant with ozone
concentration being the most important. The quadratic effects of ozone and temperature
as well as the interaction effect of ozone and temperature were also significant.
Validation runs in the model system, apple juice and apple cider confirmed the predictive
power of the RSM model in the model system and apple juice, but not in apple cider. Ttests indicated the predicted and observed rate constants were not significantly different
(p<0.05).
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5.2 Introduction

Patulin is a mycotoxin and a secondary metabolite produced mostly by Penicillium spp.
(Harrison, 1989). Animal studies have shown that patulin is carcinogenic, mutagenic,
teratogenic and highly toxic (Pfeiffer and others 1998, Hopkins1993, Wichmann and
others 2002, Roll and others 1990, Mahfoud and others 2002) but no human studies have
been reported yet. As a precautionary food safety measure, the FDA has set a 50ug/L
action level for patulin in apple juice (FDA 2004). Safety concerns have also recently
driven juice processors to reduce microbial content using ozone, which has been proven
to degrade patulin (Mckenzie 1997). Moake and others (2005) have suggested that there
is a need to understand the patulin degradation process but no study has explored patulin
degradation kinetics by ozone in previous literature.

Ozone is the triatomic allotrope of oxygen with many food processing advantages
including mycotoxin degradation and antimicrobial activity(Miller 1978, McKenzie and
others 1997, Rovira and others 1993). Previous studies have shown that ozone reacts with
patulin in a very fast reaction (McKenzie 1997). Reaction kinetics is the study of the rate
of chemical reactions and the influence of different conditions on the reaction rate of a
system (Heldman and Lund 2007). The determination of the reaction rate provides useful
information about a reaction mechanism. The factors affecting the rate of a reaction
include substrate concentration and temperature. The nature of the reactants and their
physical state (solid, liquid, or gas) also affect the reaction rate, because the type of the
bonds formed will influence the time it takes to form products. An increase in
temperature also increases the reaction rate through increased vibrational energy. To
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better understand these interactions, the reaction rate for degradation of patulin by ozone
was modeled by response surface methodology (RSM).

RSM is a statistical method that that uses quantitative data from appropriate experiments
to determine the optimum combination of factors that yields a desired response. Others
have looked at the theoretical aspects, fundamental assumptions and experimental
implications of RSM (Thompson 1982, Myers and others 1989, Minton and Conklin
2002). We used the assumption that factors (x1) with response Y can be linked by a
function f.

Y = f ([Po] ,[O3] ,T )

(Eq. 5.1)

Where [Po] = initial patulin concentration, [O3] = gaseous ozone concentration, and T =
treatment temperature

This function is complex, so a non-linear quadratic model is the best approximate true
function.
That non-linear quadratic model is given the following equation:

Y = bo+ b1x1 + b2x2 + b3 x3 + b12x1x2 + b13x1 x3 + b23x2x3 + b11x12 + b22x22 + b33x32

(Eq. 5.2)

Where Y is the measured response, bo is the intercept, b1 to b33 are the regression
coefficients and x1, x2, x3 are the independent variables.
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In this chapter, we hypothesize that patulin levels can be reduced in the model system,
apple juice and apple cider by the application of ozone and that this patulin reduction can
be modeled using response surface methodology.
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5.3 Materials and methods

5.3.1 Reagents

Chemicals: The chemicals used included HPLC-grade methanol, acetonitrile and ethyl
acetate: reagent –grade ethyl ether
Patulin – Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO
Sodium bicarbonate 1% - 1g sodium bicarbonate was dissolved in 100mL distilled
water
Acetic Acid 1% - 1mL acetic acid was added to 99mL distilled water.
Acetic acid solution – Distilled water was adjusted to pH 4 with acetic acid.

5.3.2 Preparation of the model system

A model system containing 0.5% malic acid (Sigma- Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO) with pH
adjusted to 3.0-4.2 by the addition of NaOH was used as a reaction medium. The pH was
measured using an accumet AR25 dual channel pH/ion meter (Fisher scientific, Fair
Lawn, NJ) which was calibrated every week. The conditions for the model system were
chosen based on the typical levels of malic acid in apple juice ( Lee and Wrolstad 1988).
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5.3.3 Apple cider and juice

Apple juice and cider were obtained from local grocery stores. Shelf stable apple juice
made from concentrate and containing no added ascorbic acid (Wal-Mart Stores, Inc,
Bentonville, AR 72716) was used for juice experiments

5.3.4 Ozone Generation Equipment

The electrical (corona) discharge method was used to generate ozone. A Clearwater Tech
LLC (San Luis Obispo, CA) ozone generation unit was used to generate ozone. This
consisted of an AD-40 Air Dryer, CD-12 Corona Discharge Ozone Generation System
and an OCD-11 Ozone Destruct Unit. Air was drawn through the air dryer via a
Masterflex (I/P) (Model 77601-00, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Barrington, IL) peristaltic
pump. Dried air/oxygen is passed through the ozone generator that had two high-voltage
electrodes separated by a dielectric material. After reaction in the reaction vessel any
excess ozone is directed into the ozone destruct unit where a heated chamber of
manganese oxide and copper oxide convert ozone back to oxygen. The generated ozone
was measured using the indigo colorimetric method by Bader and Hoigne (1982).
Calculations for [O3] were made based on the modified calculations proposed by Gordon
and Bubnis (2002).
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5.3.5 Preparation of patulin stock solution

A 5mg patulin was transferred into a 25mL volumetric flask and dissolved with ethyl
acetate to the mark making up a 200,000ppb/mL solution.

5.3.6 Sample preparation and treatment

For treatment of samples, an ozone resistant tube was used to connect the ozone
generator with a 250mL three-necked round bottom flask containing either the model
system, apple juice or apple cider. To study the degradation of patulin, appropriate
amounts of patulin stock solution were evaporated under N 2 gas and dissolved in distilled
water acidified to pH 4.0 with acetic acid. Appropriate amounts of this solution were
added to the model system to achieve desired initial patulin concentrations before
ozonation began. This was to achieve the same the protocol that was used in juice and
cider ozone treatments. Appropriate patulin concentrations were added. Reaction time
began when ozone flow was started and 1mL samples were taken for analysis
periodically by direct injection onto the HPLC column. In the case of the juice and cider
samples, 2mL samples were taken and patulin was extracted using the AOAC accepted
solid phase extraction method (Trucksess and Tang, 2001). The assumptions made here
was that drawing out 1mL and 2mL samples did not significantly change the reaction
volume.
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5.3.7 Extraction of patulin from juice and cider samples

No extraction was necessary for the model system samples because it could be run on the
HPLC without interference from other components. Juice and cider samples however
needed extraction. The juice samples were prepared for analysis based on the AOAC
accepted protocol (Trucksess and Tang, 2001) and OASIS solid phase extraction syringes
(Waters Inc., Milford MA) were used. Waters HLB Oasis® SPE cartridges (Waters Inc.)
were conditioned by passing 2 mL of distilled water, 2 mL of methanol, and 2 mL of
distilled water at a 2-3 drops/sec flow rate. One milliliters of juice was passed through the
cartridge at a flow rate of approximately 1 drop/sec. A 1 mL 1.5% sodium bicarbonate
solution was then forced through the cartridge at the same flow rate followed
immediately with 1 mL of 1% acetic acid at a flow rate of approximately 2 drops/sec.
Any residual water was removed by placing the cartridge under vacuum for 3 min.
Patulin was then eluted from the solid phase into a test tube using 2 mL of ethyl acetate.
The solvent was evaporated under a stream of nitrogen until dry and followed by
immediate addition of 1 mL of 0.1% acetic acid for HPLC injection. The recovery of the
extraction method based on 10 extractions was 92.2 ± 1.9 % (mean ± S.D.).

5.3.8 HPLC analysis

A Waters 600 controller and HPLC pump delivery system (flow rate 1.0mL/min), a
Waters 717 plus auto-sampler, and a Waters 996 photodiode array UV detector was used
to determine patulin levels (Waters Corp. 2002 Milford, MA). The isocratic HPLC
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Mobile phase consisted of two solvents: Solvent A (1 part w/w) was 0.1% formic acid
(A.C.S. reagent, Sigma-Aldrich Saint Louis, MO) in HPLC grade water with pH adjusted
to 1.85 using hydrochloric acid (Riedel-de Haen, Germany). Solvent B (99 parts w/w)
was HPLC grade Acetonitrile (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ). Patulin separation was
achieved by injecting 10μl onto a reverse phase Allure C18 column (4.6m X 150mm, 5μm
particle size, Restek, Bellefonte, PA) for detection at 276nm. The data was analyzed
using the Waters Empower Pro software. A calibration curve was prepared by adding
appropriate volumes of patulin to 250mL model system to obtain 50, 100, 200, 300, 400,
500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1000 ppb solutions.

5.3.9 Kinetic Studies

Preliminary runs for patulin degradation showed that the degradation followed a complex
reaction kinetics (Chapter 4) which could not adequately be fitted to a single order. This
is the case in most degradation kinetic studies in food. His setback has been overcome in
literature by carrying out the degradation to within 50-75% degradation (Labuza and
Saltmarch 1981). We chose the 50-58% degradation in this case because it represented a
more conservative approach. The reaction rate constant was obtained from the slope of
the first order degradation plots. These rate constants can be considered as an apparent
rate constant because the runs were not carried at equilibrium ozone concentration.
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5.3.10 Determination of the significant factors

Preliminary experiments (Chapter 4) initially investigated the dependence of the
degradation on pH, patulin concentration, ozone concentration and temperature. It was
determined all these factors except for pH significantly affected the degradation.
Therefore, the three factors were selected for use in the RSM study. The range of patulin
levels for the RSM experiment was chosen based on a worst case scenario ranging from
500-1000ppb. The most likely range of patulin in juice products is 50-250 ppb but
samples with 400-600 ppb have been observed (Plant product safety division, FDA Dr.
Michael E. Kashtock personal communication, 2006). With this background, an upper
limit of 1000ppb patulin and lower limit of 500ppb patulin were chosen since reaction
was carried to 50% degradation. The temperature range of 5-25oC was chosen because
juice and cider are most likely processed at ambient temperature and an ozone
concentration range of 0.1- 0.3% w/w in air was the ozone concentration range within
which the degradation process could most adequately be followed.

5.3.11 Experimental Design

Response Surface Methodology (RSM) was used to study the effects of patulin
concentration, ozone concentration and temperature (Table 5.1). A three level, three
factor box-behnken experimental design (Floros and Chinnan 1987) with 15 runs was
used (Table 5.2). The independent variables selected and their associated levels are as
shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: RSM design showing low, center, and high levels for each factor.

Factor

Label

Patulin Concentration
(ppb)
Ozone Concentration
(% w/w in air)
Temperature (⁰C)

Low(-1)

Center(0)

High(+1)

[Po]

500

750

1000

[O₃]

0.1

0.2

0.3

T

5

15

25

Table 5.2: Randomized runs for the RSM

Standard
Order

Run
Order

Patulin
Concentration

Ozone
Concentration

Temperature

1

5

500

0.1

15

2

6

1000

0.1

15

3

2

500

0.3

15

4

4

1000

0.3

15

5

12

500

0.2

5

6

14

1000

0.2

5

7

15

500

0.2

25

8

13

1000

0.2

25

9

11

750

0.1

5

10

7

750

0.3

5

11

3

750

0.1

25

12

10

750

0.3

25

13

9

750

0.2

15

14

1

750

0.2

15

15

8

750

0.2

15
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The level of the factors where determined as follows: Patulin concentration was
determined based on reported levels of patulin in apple juice. The maximum reported is
250ppb, therefore the low level of 500 allows for a 250ppb half life patulin concentration
on 50% degradation. The ozone concentration and temperature low and high points were
determined based on preliminary studies. The center point represents the midpoint as
required by the experimental design.

5.3.12 RSM Validation Experiments

The model was validated after the establishment of RS models, additional 5 conditions
for model validation were randomly selected for model system, apple juice and apple
cider within and outside the range of experimental design. The validation runs consisted
of three experiments involving the model system, one experiment involving shelf-stable
apple juice and one experiment involving shelf-stable apple cider. Each experiment was
triplicated. The levels chosen are shown in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Validation runs

Exp. No.

Reaction

[Patulin]

[O₃]

T

Medium

(ppb)

(w/w% in air)

(⁰C)

1

MS

1000

0.3

25

2

MS

500

0.2

5

3

MS

100

0.1

15

4

AJ

1000

0.3

25

5

AC

500

0.2

5

5.3.13 Comparison of predicted patulin degradation to literature

The model was used to calculate patulin degradation rates at higher ozone concentration
that have been previously used in literature. The predicted rates were obtained by using
the [O3] and T that was employed in the particular study. From this the time required for
complete patulin degradation could be obtained as follows:

Rate = [P] / t

Where [P] = patulin concentration (ppb)
and

t = time (min)
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5.3.14 Statistical Analyses

Minitab 15 (Minitab, Inc., State College, PA USA) was used to analyze the data obtained
from the preliminary experiments and the RSM runs. An analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and correlation coefficients were obtained. Tukey's multiple range test and general linear
model were used to obtain comparisons among sample means. Evaluations were based on
the P <0.05 significance level. The overall effects of initial patulin concentration, ozone
concentration and temperature were determined. A predictive model from the RSM was
then generated. Linear, quadratic and interaction effects were considered. To test the
adequacy of the model, the lack of fit test and the regression coefficient R 2 were used.
The lack of fit test assesses the correctness of the model and how well the function fits
the experimental data. The coefficient of determination R2 describes the percentages of
variability explained by the predicted model and is also an indication of the adequacy of
the model. Significance was set at the 5% probability level.
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5.4 Results and discussion

5.4.1 RSM experimental runs and results

The results of the experimental runs are presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. The calculated
reaction rate constants were used to generate a model. The generated model from the rate
constants was significant at p<0.05 and showed that patulin concentration, [Po] and the
quadratic effect of the patulin concentration, [Po]*[Po] were also significant at p<0.05.
The linear and quadratic effects were significant at p<0.1 but the interaction effects were
not at the same significance value. However, the ANOVA results showed that the model
had a significant lack of fit (p<0.05) which indicated that the model did not fit the data
adequately leading to biased over- or under-estimations of the response. The ANOVA
results are presented in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.4: Response surface regression: reaction rate constant versus [Po], [O3], T
Estimated Regression Coefficients for Reaction Rate Constant
Term

Coef

SE Coef

181.637

68.645

2.646

0.046

[Po]

-0.450

0.140

-3.211

0.024

[O3]

46.508

279.589

0.166

0.874

T

-3.241

2.500

-1.297

0.251

[Po]*[Po]

0.000

0.000

3.277

0.022

[O3]*[O3]

828.033

539.610

1.535

0.185

T*T

0.017

0.054

0.322

0.761

[Po]*[O3]

-0.094

0.207

-0.454

0.669

[Po]*T

0.005

0.002

2.271

0.072

O3*T

-0.963

5.184

-0.186

0.860

R-Sq = 94.59%

R-Sq(adj) = 84.86%

Constant

T

P

Table 5.5: Analysis of Variance for Apparent Reaction Rate Constant

Source

DF

Seq SS

Adj SS

F

Regression

9

9403.26

9403.26

9.72

0.011

Linear

3

7490.20

1268.38

3.93

0.087

Square

3

1332.79

1332.79

4.13

0.080

Interaction

3

580.28

580.28

1.80

0.264

Residual Error

5

537.56

537.56

Lack-of-Fit

3

522.03

522.03

22.40

0.043

Pure Error

2

15.53

15.53

14

9940.83

Total

P
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5.4.2 Logarithm transformation of apparent reaction rate constants

The reaction rate constants were transformed using the natural logarithm because of the
significant lack of fit. The results after the logarithm transformation are presented in
Tables 5.6 and 5.7.

Table 5.6: Response Surface Regression: Ln Ka versus [Po], [O3], T

Estimated Regression Coefficients for Ln Ka

Term

Coef

SE Coef

T

P

Constant

0.4938

0.39

1.257

0.264

[Po]

0.0023

0.00

2.908

0.033

[O3]

10.3287

1.60

6.455

0.001

T

0.0763

0.01

5.331

0.003

[Po]*[Po]

-0.0000

0.00

-2.261

0.073

[O3]*[O3]

-8.4834

3.09

-2.747

0.040

T*T

-0.0009

0.00

-3.066

0.028

[Po]*[O3]

0.0007

0.00

0.585

0.584

[Po]*T

-0.0000

0.00

-1.510

0.191

[O3]*T

-0.1416

0.03

-4.772

0.005

R-Sq = 99.33%

R-Sq(adj) = 98.12%
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Table 5.7: Analysis of Variance for Ln Ka
Source

DF

Seq SS

Adj SS

Regression

9

2.60

2.60

82.07

0.000

Linear

3

2.44

0.22

20.56

0.003

Square

3

0.07

0.07

6.40

0.037

Interaction

3

0.09

0.09

8.46

0.021

Residual Error

5

0.02

0.02

Lack-of-Fit

3

0.02

0.02

8.47

0.107

Pure Error

2

0.00

0.00

14

2.62

Total

F

P

Values with the same letter in the same row are not significantly different from each
other
After the transformation, the model was very significant at p<0.001with an R 2 value of
0.993 (Table 5.6). The linear, quadratic and interaction effects were all significant at
p<0.05. All the three factors as well as the quadratic forms of O 3 and temperature were
also significant at p<0.05. The lack of fit was not significant at p<0.05. Regression
coefficients along with their standard errors for the significant factors are presented in
Table 5.6. The results showed that [O3] seemed to have the most significant influence on
the patulin degradation rate followed by initial patulin concentration before temperature.
The very good logarithm fit and the significance of the quadratic interactions show that
the reaction rate apparently follows apparent first order reaction kinetics. The model for
predicting the patulin degradation in terms of the natural logarithm of the apparent
reaction rate constant in the model system was determined as:
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Ln Ka = 0.0023 [Po] + 10.3287 [O3]+ 0.0763 T
– 8.4834 [O3]*[ O3]- 0.0009 T * T
– 0.1416 [O3]* T

(Eq. 5.3)

5.4.3 Main and interaction effects

The results of the predictive model showed that the individual effects of [Po], [O3] and T
were the main effects (Figures 5.1-5.3). Among these the factor with the most significant
effect was the [O3] (Figure 2).There was also an interaction effect between [O3] and T
(Figure 5.4). This interaction appeared to be antagonistic. At a lower [O3] (0.1% w/w),
reaction rate increased with temperature. However, at a slightly higher [O3] (0.3% w/w),
the reaction rate appeared to decrease with T. This may be explained by the relative heat
stability of patulin and the increased instability of ozone at higher temperatures.
Additionally, O3 is more soluble at a lower temperature than at a higher temperature. It is
possible that the reaction follows classical reaction kinetics at lower [O3] when the
utilized O3 is not being replaced fast enough. O3 solubility does not drive the reaction in
this case. However, at a highly [O3] when the utilized ozone is replaced fast enough,
lower temperature increases O3 solubility and this tends to increase the reaction rate.
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Figure 5.1: Main effect plot for [Po] for Ln Ka at non equilibrium ozone concentration.
Rate constant is presented as the natural logarithm of means of reaction rate constant
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Figure 5.2: Main effect plot for [O3] for Ln Ka at non equilibrium ozone concentration.
Rate constant is presented as the natural logarithm of means of reaction rate constant.
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Figure 5.3: Main effect plot for Temperature for Ln Ka at non equilibrium ozone
concentration. Rate constant is presented as the natural logarithm of means of reaction
rate constant.
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Figure 5.4: Interaction plot for the interaction between [O3] and temperature for Ln Ka at
non equilibrium ozone concentration. Rate constant is presented as the natural logarithm
of means of reaction rate constant.
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5.4.4 Surface and contour plots

Contour plots of the Ln Ka for the degradation of patulin was generated (Figures 5.5-5.7)
using the predictive model for various treatments combinations within 500-1000ppb for
[Po], 5-25C for temperature and 0.1-0.3% w/w ozone in air.
For the contour plot of Ln Ka for [O3], T (Figure 5.5), [O3] exhibited a more significant
effect than T. A careful examination of the plot shows that at very low [O 3] and low
temperature, the reaction rate constant decreased, as the temperature increased the
reaction rate constant also increased. At higher [O3] and low temperature the reaction rate
increased but decreased at the temperature was increased. This confirms the interaction
between the [O3] and temperature as previously described.

For the contour plot of Ln Ka for T, [Po] (Figure 5.6), [Po] appeared to have a more
significant effect than T. The reaction rate increased with increasing [Po] with an
optimum around 15⁰C which was the T midpoint.

The last contour plot was for Ln Ka for [O3], [Po] (Figure 5.7), was also not found to be a
significant interaction at p<0.05. The plot however confirms that [O3] had a more
significant effect than the [Po] . As the [O3] was increased the reaction rate constant also
increased. The associated surface plots are shown in Figures 5.8-5.10.
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Figure 5.5: Contour plot for the reaction rate constant (Ln Ka) vs. [O3],T at non
equilibrium ozone concentration. Fixed factors are at low, central and high level.
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Figure 5.6: Contour plot for the reaction rate constant (Ln Ka) vs. T, [Po] at non
equilibrium ozone concentration. Fixed factors are at low, central and high level.
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Figure 5.7: Contour plot for the reaction rate constant (Ln Ka) vs. [O3],[Po] at non
equilibrium ozone concentration. Fixed factors are at low, central and high level.
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Figure 5.9: Surface plot for [O3] (w/w % in air), [P] (ppb)
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5.4.5 Validation Experiments

After the determination of the significant factors and interactions from the RSM model,
there was the need to validate the model. Three different treatment conditions for the
model system and one for AJ and apple cider were selected to test the validity of the
predictive model. The predicted and observed rate constants for the degradation of [Po]
are presented in Table 5.8. The preparation of samples was the same as previously
described and the observed data were reported as the mean value of three replications and
a confidence interval was calculated from the standard deviation using Minitab 15.

Table 5.8: Results of predicted and observed rate constants for the validation experiment

ab

Exp.
No

Medium

[Po]
(ppb)

[O3]
(%w/w in
air)

T
(oC)

Predicted
Rate
Constant

Observed
Rate
Constant

1

MS

1000

0.3

25

135.31 a

127.18 ± 5.49 a

2

MS

500

0.2

5

30.79 a

27.25 ± 1.14 a

3

MS

100

0.1

15

7.25 a

7.64 ± 1.28 a

4

AJ

1000

0.3

25

135.31 a

125.54 ± 2.41 a

5

AC

500

0.2

5

30.79 a

10.29 ± 0.86 b

-Values with the same letter in the same row are not significantly different from each
other
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T-test showed that the predicted and observed values were not statistically different
(p<0.05) for the model system and apple juice. However, the predicted and observed
values were found to be significantly different for the apple cider. Based on the results of
the validation experiments, it can be observed that the RSM model adequately predicts
the patulin degradation rate in the model system and apple juice but not in the apple
cider. This was mainly because of the increased ozone demand in apple cider compared
to the model system and apple juice.

5.4.6 Comparison of patulin degradation to literature

Reaction rates were obtained by using experimental ozone conditions that were used for
microbial reduction of the various studies found in literature. These reaction rates were
used to calculate the time required for complete patulin degradation at normally observed
patulin levels. The results show that patulin could be completely degraded under the
conditions of ozone employed in previous literature (Table 5.9). This is a useful result
because patulin could be completely eliminated at the same conditions employed for
microbial reduction.
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Table 5.9: Comparison of patulin degradation to literature

Study

Target

Ozone
treatment
used

Effectiveness
of treatment

Complete
patulin
degradation if
present?

Dave et al
1998

Salmonella
enteritidis

1.5ppm

6 log
reduction

Yes

Ramirez et al
1994

Salmonella
enteritidis

8% w/w (15s)

1 log
reduction

Yes

Kim et al 1998

Microbial load

4.9% w/w
(5min)

1.9 log

Yes

Zhao and
Cranston 1995

Salmonella spp.,
Penicillium spp.

6.7 mg/L
(10min)

3-4 log

Yes

Steenstrup and
Floros 2004

E.coli

860ppm
(4-14min)

5 log

Yes
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5.5 Conclusions

It can be concluded that ozone is effective in degrading patulin in the model system and
apple juice at very low ozone gas streams of 0.1-0.3% w/w ozone in air.

All three variables, ozone concentration, initial patulin concentration, and temperature
were significant with ozone concentration being the most important. The quadratic effects
of ozone and temperature as well as the interaction effect of ozone and temperature were
also significant. Validation runs in the model system, apple juice and apple cider
confirmed the predictive power of the RSM model in the model system and apple juice,
but not in apple cider. T-tests indicated the predicted and observed rate constants were
not significantly different (p<0.05).

The implication of this study is that ozone treatment may be used as one of the routine
hurdles to reduce patulin concentration in juice and cider. Notwithstanding, patulin could
be eliminated using ozone at the same condition employed for microbial reduction.
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Chapter 6

EFFECT OF OZONE TREATMENT ON THE QUALITY OF APPLE CIDER
AND APPLE JUICE

6.1 Abstract

The effect of ozone processing on the quality characteristics of apple cider and apple
juice was investigated. The changes in total acidity, total color difference, soluble solids,
browning index, hue and chroma were determined to understand the changes in quality
after ozone treatment. Our objective for the sensory study was to determine if the
appearance, aroma and flavor of apple juice and apple cider treated with ozone for
different ozone times would be scored differently from untreated apple juice and apple
cider based on panelist evaluations at 5% significance level.

For the same ozone concentration applied to both apple cider and apple juice, the
lightness of apple cider increased significantly (p<0.05) whilst that of the apple juice did
not. There was also a significant increase in the yellowness in both apple cider and apple
juice. The change in yellowness was the driving force for the total color change in apple
juice. The total change in color in apple juice was twice as much as that of the apple cider
and most of that change was depended on the change in the yellowness. Ozone treatment
did not affect the soluble solids and hue of apple cider and apple juice even though it may
negatively and positively impact on the perception of the appearance of color of apple
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cider and apple juice respectively for consumers. Panelists perceived more significant
differences in ozone treated apple cider than ozone treated apple juice because of the
homogenous the apple juice system.
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6.2 Introduction

Apple juice and cider are popular beverages consumed worldwide. The worldwide apple
juice production hit over 1.2 million MT in 2005(USDA 2005). Of this production, the
United States imported more than 0.35 million MT of apple juice in 2005. Juices
consumed in the US are required to meet the juice HACCP regulations put forward by the
FDA (FDA 2004). Recently, ozone application has been proposed as an effective
treatment for microbes in apple juice and apple cider (Steenstrup and Floros, 2004).
However, for this process to be acceptable the ozone process must not cause significant
changes in the juice with regards to opacity, color, and homogeneity which contributes to
the overall appearance (Lozano 2006). Williams and others (2001) have reported that
color and taste of orange juice was affected after ozone processing because of the highly
oxidative ozone. The natural color of apple juice and apple cider is however important to
panelists and the simplest way to determine their quality is to measure the kinetics of
deterioration. This is achieved through color measurement (Francis 1995) near the 400
nm wavelength by absorbance spectrophotometry or tristimulus colorimetry.
Spectrophotometry is based on the fact that substances of interest selectively absorb or
emit electromagnetic energy at different wavelengths, in the range of the ultraviolet
(200–400 nm), the visible (400–700 nm), or the near infrared (700–800 nm) (Lozano
2006). An object that allows all the light to pass through it is referred to as being
transparent, whereas an object that scatters or absorbs all the light is referred to as being
opaque (Clydesdale, 1975). The color description is often done according to the Hunter L
a b color coordinate system. The parameter L is a measure of brightness/whiteness, and it
ranges from 0 to 100 (100 = white; 0 = black); a is an indicator of redness, and it varies
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from -a to +a (-a = green, +a = red); and the parameter b is a measure of yellowness,
and it varies from -b to +b (-b = blue, +b = yellow). An ozone treatment that affects the
quality of apple juice and apple cider should cause significant changes in the Hunter L a b
values. Color deterioration has usually been assumed to be caused by destruction of
natural fruit pigments (Abers and Wrolstad 1979, Skrede 1985) and it follows zero-order
kinetics and first-order reaction kinetics (Toribio and Lozano1986; Singh and others
1983). Apart from the color, apple juice and cider organic compounds such as sugars and
pectic substances may be affected by prolonged ozone treatment leading to quality
defects. Therefore, it is possible that ozone treatment may not only affect the color of
apple juice and cider but flavor, taste and overall appearance as well.

In the current study the effect of ozone processing on the quality characteristics of apple
cider and apple juice was investigated. The changes in total acidity, total color difference,
soluble solids, browning index, hue and chroma were determined to understand the
changes in quality after ozone treatment. Our objective was to determine if the
appearance, aroma and flavor of apple juice and apple cider treated with ozone for
different ozone times would be scored differently from untreated apple juice and apple
cider based on panelist evaluations at 5% significance level.
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6.3 Materials and Methods

6.3.1 Apple cider and juice

Apple cider and apple juice would be bought from a local supermarket and used in
patulin studies for an actual juice system.

6.3.2 Apparatus

6.3.2.1 Ozone Generation Equipment

The electrical (corona) discharge method was used to generate ozone. A Clearwater Tech
LLC (San Luis Obispo, CA) ozone generation unit was used to generate ozone. This
consisted of an AD-40 Air Dryer, CD-12 Corona Discharge Ozone Generation System
and an OCD-11 Ozone Destruct Unit. Air was drawn through the air dryer via a
Masterflex (I/P) (Model 77601-00, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Barrington, IL) peristaltic
pump. Dried air/oxygen is passed through the ozone generator that had two high-voltage
electrodes separated by a dielectric material. After reaction in the reaction vessel any
excess ozone is directed into the ozone destruct unit where a heated chamber of
manganese oxide and copper oxide convert ozone back to oxygen. The generated ozone
was measured as described in section 3.3.3.
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6.3.3 Determination of Total acidity

Samples of apple cider and juice were measured before and after treatment to determine
total acidity. This was done by titrating 20mL of the sample with 0.05N NaOH. Twenty
milliliters of the sample was measured into a graduated cylinder and transferred into a
50mL beaker and placed on a magnetic stirrer. The electrode of the pH meter was
inserted making sure the tip did not touch the bar. Slowly the NaOH was added from the
burette and the change in the value of the pH was observed. When the solution reached
pH 6 the NaOH was added drop wise up to pH 8. The volume of NaOH used (x) was
recorded and the procedure was repeated for another apple juice sample. Each mL of
NaOH used corresponds to 0.050meq.

Thus,

the meq of NaOH per 100mL of juice or cider = (5x x 0.05)meq and
The meq of malic acid per 100mL of juice or cider = (5x x 0.05)/2 meq
(Divided by 2 because malic acid is a dicarboxylic acid)

6.3.4 Determination of Total Sugars (⁰Brix)

Total soluble solids were determined using a Leica AR200 (Reichert Analytical Inst.)
digital refractometer with a range of 0-95% Solids(˚Brix).
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6.3.5 pH measurement

The pH of the solution was measured using an Accumet AR25 dual channel pH/ion meter (Fisher
scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ), which was calibrated weekly.

6.3.6 Color Measurement

Color of juice was measured using a BYK Gardner LCS II Spectrophotometer (TUV
Rheinland of North America Inc.). The color values were expressed as L (whiteness or
brightness/darkness), a (redness/greenness) and b (yellowness/blueness) at any time,
respectively. And also, the total color difference (Eq. 5.1), chroma (Eq. 5.2), Hue angle
(Eq. 5.3) and browning index (BI) (Eq. 5.4) were calculated from the Hunter L-,a-, bvalues. a larger DE denotes greater color change from the reference material.

ΔE =

(Lo –L) 2 + (ao – a) 2 + (bo – b) 2

(Eq. 5.1)

Chroma = (a2 + b2) 1/2

(Eq. 5.2)

Hue angle = tan -1 (b/a)

(Eq. 5.3)

Browning Index = [100(x-0.31)] / 0.17

(Eq. 5.4)

x = (a + 1.75L) / (5.645L + a – 3.012b)

(Eq. 5.5)
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The values for L, a, and b were recorded to evaluate color changes. The parameter L is a
measure of brightness/whiteness, and it ranges from 0 to 100 (100 ) white; 0 ( black); a is
an indicator of redness, and it varies from -a to +a (-a ) green, +a ( red); and the
parameter b is a measure of yellowness, and it varies from -b to +b (-b ) blue, +b (
yellow). Duplicate samples were taken for color measurements.

6.3.7 Sample Preparation for Sensory Analysis

Apple juice and apple cider were obtained from commercial sources and treated with
0.2% w/w ozone for 15min, 30min, 45min and 60min. All preparation vessels were
sterilized before use and the pipes and tubes in the ozone generator and which deliver
ozone to the treatment vessel were also sterilized before use. Each will be served with
1.5oz of each sample.

6.3.8 Serving Order

Each participant was served with 12 samples. Four of these were untreated samples: two
apple juice and two apple cider samples. One each of the untreated apple juice and apple
cider was the control and the other was the initial time at zero. This was necessary to
determine if the panelists could detect any difference between the zero time treatment and
the control. There were four treated samples each of apple juice and apple cider
comprising 15 min ozone treatment, 30 min ozone treatment, 45 min ozone treatment and
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60min ozone treatment. All panelists were served with the 6 apple juice samples and
allowed to rate each sample on a line scale. After 30min, the apple cider samples were
also served for rating by panelists. Therefore participants were served with a total of 12
samples each for evaluation. Serving order was randomized with three digit numbers for
each panelist.

6.3.9 Panel Recruitment

An initial panel of 8 graduate students from the Penn State Department of Food Science
was used to clarify the attributes of the treated samples. Based on this panel the attributes
to measure with respect to appearance, aroma and flavor were determined. For
appearance, overall color, yellow color and brown color were measured. For aroma, apple
aroma intensity was measured and for flavor, apple flavor, cooked flavor, caramelized
flavor, sweetness and tartness. For the actual test, 50 panelists recruited from graduate
students and an experienced panel of the sensory laboratory of the Food Science
Department at the Penn State University was used. Prospective panelists were screened
based on the following criteria: that they were over 18 and have drunk and tasted apple
juice and cider before.
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6.3.10 Sensory Test Methodology

Panelists were asked to sign a consent form (as required by Penn State University).
Overall rating test based on a 9-point numerical line scale was used to determine what
value panelists could assign a set of attributes: overall color, yellow color, brown color,
apple aroma intensity, apple flavor, sweetness, tartness, cooked flavor and caramelized
flavor. In addition, panelists were asked to state any comments they had about the
products.

6.3.11 Statistical Analysis

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) and correlation coefficients were obtained by the
MINITAB (Version 15) statistical computer program. Tukey's multiple range taste was
used to obtain comparisons among sample means. Evaluations were based on the P <0.05
significance level. For the sensory evaluation, analysis of variance was conducted using
CompuSense Software. A Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was used in sample
analyses at a 5% statistical significance level (P < 0.05) for all attributes.
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6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4.1 Effect of ozone processing on color change in Apple Juice and Apple Cider

The L component of the Hunter Lab values represents lightness. Figure 6.1 shows that the
plot of the fractional change in the lightness of the apple juice and the apple cider after
treatment with 0.2% w/w ozone. It can be observed that for the same ozone
concentration, the lightness of the apple cider increases slightly with time whereas there
is no significant increase in that of the apple juice. This can be attributed to the strong
oxidizing ability of ozone when it reacts with organic components. This ability causes it
to bleach many organic components and especially fruit pulp when in contact with them.
Because apple cider contains more organic components (especially pulp) than apple juice
it can be expected that the apple cider will be bleached to a greater extent than the apple
juice. This may explain why there is increased lightness in the apple cider compared to
the apple juice. In ozone processing of apple cider and apple juice, we can comparatively
expect the change in lightness of apple cider to be higher than in apple juice.

L/LO
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Figure 6.1: Fractional change in lightness of apple juice and apple cider

The experimental results for the b component of the Hunter Lab values were positive for
both the apple cider and the apple juice. However, whereas the b values for the apple
cider increased those of the apple juice decreased. A +b denotes yellowness. Thus there
was an increase in yellowness of the apple cider and a decrease in yellowness of the apple
juice. It is evident that more yellow pigments may have been formed in the apple cider
and more lost in the apple juice due to ozone activity. The possible source of yellow
coloring in apple juice and cider is polyphenols (Montgomery, 1983). These may include
but not limited to phloridzine, quercetin, caffeic acid and epicatechin (Spanos and others,
1992). Among these, phloridzine is most specific to apples and previous work shows it as
the most abundant of these polyphenols in apple juice (Spanos and others, 1992 and
Scheiber and others ,2001) . When apples are pressed to obtain juice, phloridzine, oxygen
and polyphenoloxidase enzyme combine to form a natural oxidation product called POP
(phloridzine oxidation products). POP produces a brilliant yellow color and is known to
be partially responsible for the yellow color of apple juice. Depending on the acidity of
the medium, it appears yellow for pH<5 and orange for pH>6. The spectral properties of
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POP pigment are stable at pH 3-5. Apple cider contains more polyphenols than apple
juice (Sanoner and others 1999). Since the reaction occurred within a pH range of 3-5,
we can speculate that ozone activity may have led to significant increases in phlozidzin or
other yellow appearing polyphenols in apple cider but not in the apple juice. The fact that

b/bO

the apple cider assumes more yellows is confirmed in Figure 6.2 and 6.3 below:
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Figure 6.2: Fractional change in yellowness (b/bO) of apple juice an apple cider

Figure 6.3 shows that treatment of apple cider with ozone induces almost a 100%
increase in yellowness of the apple cider. This increase in the yellowness may be
attributed to the activity of polyphenols in the sample as explained above. It is also
interesting to note that the treatment does not shift to the formation or more brown
pigmentation in the cider which has been associated with HMF formation (Toribio and
Lozano, 1987).
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Figure 6.3: Color profile of apple cider: Plot of L vs. b for apple cider

6.4.2 Effect of ozone treatment on total color change in Apple Juice and Apple Cider

The total color change in apple cider and apple juice was calculated for the Lab values
that had already been obtained. This value is the square root of the sum of the squares of
each of the changes in L, a and b. Figure 6.4 shows that the total change in color for apple
juice was twice as much as in apple cider after two hours of processing. This increase is
comparable to the plot of the absolute values of Δb that is shown in Figure 6.5. This
means that the total color change to a large extent depended on the b values of each of the
samples. It can be seen that during ozone treatment the most important determinant of the
total color change is the change in the yellowness of the apple cider or apple juice. It has
been found that color loss during ozonation of organic dyes is the result of cleavage of
chromophores (Nebel, 1975) and the breakdown of conjugated double bonds (Tiwari and
others, 2008). Additionally, the carotenoid pigments found in juice may contain one or
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more aromatic rings (Melendez-Martınez and others 2003, Melendez-Martınez and
others 2007). It can therefore be suggested that the loss observed in color may be due to
carotenoid pigments in the juice and cider which greatly contribute to the yellow color in
them.
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Figure 6.4: Total color change in apple cider and apple juice
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Figure 6. 5: Plot of the absolute Δb values of apple juice and apple cider.
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6.4.3 Effect of ozone processing on soluble solids in apple juice and apple cider

The total soluble solids content which was determined by means of a refractometer
indicated that there is no change in the total soluble solids during the ozone treatment
(P<0.05). Figure 6.6 shows constant total soluble solids content throughout the process
time. This is of economic importance in juice processing because it indicates that the
sweetness of the cider or the juice is not affected by ozone processing and may not
require lost sweetness to be replaced after juices or cider are processed by ozone. It has
been demonstrated that when the sucrose content is increased, the effectiveness of ozone
in reducing microbial populations is decreased (Labbe and others, 2001).
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Figure 6.6: Soluble Solids in apple cider and apple juice during ozone treatment
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6.4.4 Effect of ozone on browning index of apple juice and apple cider

There were higher changes in the browning index of the apple juice compared to the
apple cider (Figure 6.7). It has been reported that the Maillard reaction, taking place
between α-amino groups and reducing sugars, is the most important cause of browning in
apple juice (Toribio & Lozano, 1984). Approximately the same change in hue was
recorded for both apple juice and apple cider. The ozone treatment may therefore not
make one product more desirable than the other in this case.
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Figure 6.7: Change in browning index for apple juice and apple cider
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6.4.5 Summary of changes in quality parameters in apple juice and apple cider

Other parameters measured include total acidity, change in chroma, browning index and
hue. The summary for the instrumental data is shown in Table 6.1. After the treatment of
the apple cider and apple juice, it was found that the total acidity increased in both
systems. The change in the chroma, which is the colorfulness relative to the brightness of
white, was found to decrease in the apple cider but increased significantly in the apple
juice. It is possible that ozone processing may make apple juice more colorful and
attractive to panelists but apple cider less colorful to the same panelists. This must be
verified with a sensory panel to determine if this indeed is the case. The results of this
research substantiate the results found by Tiwari and others(2008). They found that
ozonated orange juice shows no significant differences in pH, °Brix, TA, NEB, and hue
(cloud) values. A significant effect on juice color was however recorded in this case.
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Table 6.1: Summary of instrumental data showing chemical parameters of apple juice and apple cider treated with ozone
APPLE JUICE
Time

Patulin
L

a

b

Browning Index

ΔE

Chroma

Hue

Soluble Solids

Total Acidity

Turbidity

(min)

Deg.(%)

0

95.17 ± 0.31a

-4.13 ± 0.15a

22.57 ± 0.13a

23.05 ± 0.22a

0.00 ± 0.00a

22.94 ± 0.11ab

79.62 ± 0.41a

11.92 ± 0.00 a

5.00 ± 0.05 a

0.79 ± 0.02 a

0.00

15

96.10 ± 0.26a

-5.00 ± 0.00b

22.72 ± 0.16a

22.28 ± 0.25b

1.28 ± 0.29b

23.26 ± 0.16a

77.59 ± 0.08 a

11.92 ± 0.00 a

5.08 ± 0.01 a

1.00 ± 0.01 b

75.30

30

97.20 ± 0.30a

-7.00 ± 0.10c

23.55 ± 0.47b

21.43 ± 0.59c

3.64 ± 0.18c

24.55 ± 0.47b

73.43 ± 0.21b

11.92 ± 0.00 a

5.12 ± 0.03 a

1.18 ± 0.04 c

94.53

45

97.47 ± 0.25a

-5.03 ± 0.06b

15.45 ± 0.11c

11.76 ± 0.21d

8.48 ± 0.09d

15.30 ± 0.08c

70.82 ± 0.36 b

11.92 ± 0.00 a

5.16 ± 0.04 a

1.30 ± 0.05 d

NM

60

95.90 ± 0.36a

-3.27 ± 0.12a

7.79 ± 0.06d

5.74 ± 0.12e

14.82 ± 0.18e

8.45 ± 0.07d

67.25 ± 0.71c

11.92 ± 0.00 a

5.18 ± 0.10 a

1.25 ± 0.05 c

NM

NM: Not Measureable

APPLE CIDER
Time

Patulin
L

a

b

Browning Index

ΔE

Chroma

Hue

Soluble Solids

Total Acidity

Turbidity

(min)

Deg.(%)

0

9.27 ± 0.15 a

10.00 ± 0.00 a

15.50 ± 0.44 a

802.74 ± 118.86 a

0.00 ± 0.00 a

18.45 ± 0.37 a

57.17 ± 0.74 a

14.79 ± 0.00 a

3.53 ± 0.02 a

1000 ± 0.00

0.00

15

8.63 ± 0.06 a

10.40 ± 0.44 a

14.29 ± 0.37 a

749.41 ± 40.92 a

1.43 ± 0.35 b

17.67 ± 0.55 a

53.95 ± 0.53 a

14.79 ± 0.00 a

3.59 ± 0.05 a

1000 ± 0.00

47.60

30

8.63 ± 0.13 a

10.50 ± 0.00 a

14.30 ± 0.20 a

751.35 ± 29.70 a

1.45 ± 0.16 b

17.74 ± 0.16 a

53.71 ± 0.38 a

14.79 ± 0.00 a

3.61 ± 0.08 a

992 ± 7.51

78.61

45

9.22 ± 0.19 a

10.20 ± 0.20 a

15.31 ± 0.27 a

778.76 ± 77.42 a

0.28 ± 0.26 a

18.40 ± 0.26 a

56.33 ± 0.65 a

14.79 ± 0.00 a

3.72 ± 0.10 a

989 ± 10.07

95.46

60

10.10 ± 0.17 b

10.00 ± 0.10 a

16.67 ± 0.58 b

785.82 ± 89.11 a

1.43 ± 0.59 b

19.44 ± 0.50 b

59.04 ± 0.92 a

14.79 ± 0.00 a

3.74 ± 0.09 a

979 ± 20.03

NM

NM: Not Measureable
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Table 6.2: Mean panelist panel rating of attributes for apple juice and apple cider treated with 0.2% w/w ozone for 60min
APPLE JUICE
Time

Yellow

Brown

Overall

Apple Aroma

Apple

Cooked

Caramelized

(min)

Color

Color

Color

Intensity

Flavor

Flavor

Flavor

0

5.74 ± 1.79 a

2.95 ± 1.89 a

5.17 ± 1.38 a

4.31 ± 1.99a

5.21 ± 1.71a

2.99 ± 1.66a

15

5.99 ± 1.82 a

2.76 ± 2.03 a

4.74 ± 1.93 ac

4.03 ± 2.50a

4.73 ± 1.74a

30

6.01 ± 1.88 a

2.51 ± 1.97 a

4.17 ± 1.66 bcd

4.01 ± 2.28a

45

5.70 ± 1.71 a

2.76 ± 1.90 a

4.79 ± 1.69 ad

60

5.71 ± 1.89 a

3.27 ± 2.19 a

5.24 ± 1.74 a

Sweetness

Tartness

2.69 ± 1.71a

5.15 ± 1.59a

3.38 ± 1.87a

3.25 ± 2.19a

2.99 ± 2.18a

5.33 ± 1.89a

2.91 ± 1.93a

4.51 ± 2.05a

3.34 ± 2.37a

3.01 ± 2.45a

4.97 ± 1.95a

2.80 ± 2.05a

4.13 ± 2.49a

4.44 ± 2.41a

3.34 ± 2.20a

3.12 ± 2.26a

5.34 ± 1.77a

2.55 ± 1.89a

4.57 ± 2.31a

4.89 ± 2.21a

3.03 ± 2.11a

2.90 ± 2.09a

5.18 ± 2.01a

3.17 ± 2.36a

APPLE CIDER
Time

Yellow

Brown

Overall

Apple Aroma

Apple

Cooked

Caramelized

Sweetness

Tartness

(min)

Color

Color

Color

Intensity

Flavor

Flavor

Flavor

0

2.18±1.55 a

7.00±1.46 a

6.63±1.40 a

5.74±1.85 a

6.38±1.78 a

3.82±2.01 a

3.78 ±1.77 a

5.94±1.83 a

3.14±1.80 a

15

1.94±1.56 a

7.06±1.72 a

6.85±1.50 a

5.35±2.32 a

6.28±2.11 a

3.68±2.11 a

3.53±2.17 a

5.55±1.93 a

3.53±2.13 a

30

2.55±1.83 a

6.30±1.40 ab

5.70±1.65 b

5.09±2.22 a

5.37±2.37 ab

3.48±2.07 a

3.20±1.99 a

5.34±2.20 a

2.92±1.93 a

45

2.72±1.94 a

5.96±1.67 b

5.38±1.78 b

4.78±2.35 a

4.87±2.39 b

3.31±2.21 a

2.91±2.15 a

4.93±2.26 ab

2.98±1.94 a

60

2.44±1.86 a

6.01±1.56 b

5.72±1.73 b

4.56±2.25 a

4.89±2.36 b

3.76±2.32 a

3.23±2.06 a

4.16±1.98 b

3.82±2.36 a
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6.4.6 Sensory evaluation of apple juice

Panelists were asked to rate apple juice samples that had been treated for 0, 15, 30, 45
and 60min based on eight criteria: yellow color, brown color, overall color, apple aroma
intensity, apple flavor, cooked flavor caramelized flavor, sweetness and tartness (Table
6.2). The results for apple juice show that panelists observed no significant changes
(p<0.05) in all attributes studied except for the overall color. The overall color for apple
juice was rated as significantly different from the zero time samples but not significantly
different from the 15min and 45min treated samples. These results mean that the ozone
treatment had minimal effect on most of the attributes in the juice so that panelists could
not detect any significant changes in the treated juices samples. The significant
differences observed in the judgment of the overall color shows treatment of juice with
low ozone concentrations may still lead to some differences in the juice which may be
perceptible to panelists.
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6.4.6.1 Effect of ozone treatment on appearance ratings of apple juice by panelist
panel

The appearance ratings for apple juice were generally low (Figure 6.8 and Table 6.3).
Panelists were asked to rate the appearance in terms of yellow color, brown color and
overall color on a line scale ranging from very low to very high of each of these
attributes. Brown color was rated lower than yellow color and overall color. Yellow color
was also generally rated higher than overall color.

There were no significant differences (p < 0.05) in mean yellow color and mean brown
color of all samples evaluated. The highest mean yellow color was recorded for 30min
treated apple juice. This may be due to the fact that the ozone treatment may have slightly
lightened the sample and increased the perception of yellow color. The highest rating for
mean brown color was for the 60min treated sample. This may probably be due to the
formation of non-enzymatic browning products (Tiwari and others 2008).

The overall color rating of all the apple juice samples were not significantly different
from the control and zero time samples. The overall color of the 30min treated apple juice
sample was not significantly different from the 15min treated sample and 45min treated
sample but significantly different from the zero time and 60min treated sample. The
60min treated sample was rated highest for overall color in apple juice. The mean overall
color rating was higher where mean yellow color rating was higher and lower where the
mean yellow color rating was lower. Yellowness of the sample probably had a bigger
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influence in the determination of the overall color than the brownness of the samples.
This validate what was observed when the hunter b
values were shown to be the driving force for the color change in apple juice.

Table 6.3: Appearance ratings of apple juice

Treatment
Yellow Color

Brown Color

Overall Color

0

5.74 ± 1.79 a

2.95 ± 1.89 a

5.17 ± 1.38 a

15

5.99 ± 1.82 a

2.76 ± 2.03 a

4.74 ± 1.93 ac

30

6.01 ± 1.88 a

2.51 ± 1.97 a

4.17 ± 1.66 bcd

45

5.70 ± 1.71 a

2.76 ± 1.90 a

4.79 ± 1.69 ad

60

5.71 ± 1.89 a

3.27 ± 2.19 a

5.24 ± 1.74 a

Color Rating
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Figure 6.8: Mean Color Ratings of Apple Juice treated with 0.2% w/w ozone for
different times
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6.4.6.2 Effect of ozone treatment on the aroma ratings of apple juice by panelist
panel

Aroma was evaluated as apple aroma intensity. Panelists were asked to rate aroma on a
line scale from very low aroma intensity to very high aroma intensity. The data for the
evaluation of apple aroma intensity ( Figure 6.9 and Table 6.4) showed that panelists
could not detect any significant differences (p<0.05) between the zero time apple juice
sample and all the treated apple juice samples. The 60min sample was given the highest
apple aroma intensity rating whereas the 30min time treated apple juice sample recorded
the lowest mean rating for apple aroma intensity (Figure 6.9).
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Table 6.4: Apple Aroma intensity rating by panelists

Apple Aroma Intensity

0

4.31 ± 1.99a

15

4.03 ± 2.50a

30

4.01 ± 2.28a

45

4.13 ± 2.49a

60

4.57 ± 2.31a

Apple Aroma intensity rating

Treatment time (min)
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Figure 6.9: Mean apple aroma intensity in apple juice
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6.4.6.3 Effect of ozone treatment on the flavor ratings of apple juice by panelist
panel

The flavor of apple juice was evaluated in terms of apple flavor, cooked flavor,
caramelized flavor, sweetness and tartness. The rating was carried out using a line scale
ranging from very high to very high. The data from the evaluation (Table 6.5 and Figure
6.10) by the panelists showed that apple flavor and sweetness were generally rated higher
than cooked flavor, caramelized flavor and tartness. The apple flavor was also generally
rated lower than sweetness of apple juice. There were no significant differences in apple
flavor, cooked flavor, caramelized flavor, sweetness and tartness between the zero time
and all the treated apple juice samples. For apple flavor, the lowest and highest rating was
for the 45min and zero time treated apple juice respectively. The 45min had the highest
mean rating for cooked flavor, caramelized flavor and sweetness. The lowest mean rating
for cooked and caramelized flavor was for the zero time treated apple juice sample and
that for sweetness was the 30min treated apple juice sample. The rating for tartness was
generally low. The rating for tartness of the zero time treated apple juice had the highest
rating. One study found that heating treatment alone appeared to decrease flavor
concentrations due to thermal degradation in an apple juice model system (Su and Wiley
1988). Therefore, decrease in the flavor may be due to a degradation of flavor compounds
by ozone. This treatment however did not cause any significant changes in the flavor of
the apple juice.
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Table 6.5: Flavor ratings of apple juice by panelists

Treatment time

Apple

Cooked

Caramelized

(min)

Flavor

Flavor

Flavor

0

5.21 ± 1.71a

2.99 ± 1.66a

15

4.73 ± 1.74a

30

Tartness

2.69 ± 1.71a

5.15 ± 1.59a

3.38 ± 1.87a

3.25 ± 2.19a

2.99 ± 2.18a

5.33 ± 1.89a

2.91 ± 1.93a

4.51 ± 2.05a

3.34 ± 2.37a

3.01 ± 2.45a

4.97 ± 1.95a

2.80 ± 2.05a

45

4.44 ± 2.41a

3.34 ± 2.20a

3.12 ± 2.26a

5.34 ± 1.77a

2.55 ± 1.89a

60

4.89 ± 2.21a

3.03 ± 2.11a

2.90 ± 2.09a

5.18 ± 2.01a

3.17 ± 2.36a

0

15

Flavor Rating

Sweetness
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Apple Flavor

Cooked Flavor

Caramelized Flavor

Sweetness

Tartness

Figure 6.10: Flavor rating by panelists of apple juice treated at different times with 0.2%
w/w ozone
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6.4.7 Sensory evaluation for apple cider

The data in Table 6.2 on comparison of the attributes of the untreated zero min apple
cider and the treated apple cider showed that, across all attributes in apple cider, no
significant differences were observed between the initial attributes and the attributes of
samples treated for 15min. No significant differences in the mean yellow color, apple
aroma intensity, cooked flavor, caramelized flavor and tartness were observed by the
panelists. However, significant differences (p<0.05) were observed in mean overall color,
brown color and apple flavor for the 30min treated sample and sweetness for the 45min
treated sample.
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6.4.7.1 Effect of ozone treatment on the appearance ratings of apple cider by
panelist panel

The appearance of apple cider was rated as yellow color, brown color and overall color
using a line scale ranging from very low to very high. There were no significant
differences in the yellow color rating for all samples (Figure 6.11 and Table 6.7). This
was expected because the yellow color in apple cider is not as pronounced in apple juice.
The panelists rated the yellow color in 15min treated apple cider as lowest and that of the
45min treated apple cider sample as the highest.

The mean brown color was not found to be significantly different at 0, 15 and 30min
treatment. However, the change after this was significant meaning that the ozone
treatment affected the brownness of apple cider after 30mins.

The mean overall color rating for the mean overall color of the zero time and the 15min
treated apple cider samples were significantly different from the 30, 45 and 60min treated
samples. Nearly, the same significance pattern observed in the mean overall color was
observed in for brown color. The plotted graph also showed that where the mean overall
color was high the brown color was also high meaning the brown color may have
influenced the overall color rating than the yellow color. For both overall color and
brown color, the mean rating was lowest for the 45min treated apple cider and highest for
the 15min treated apple cider.
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Table 6.6: Appearance ratings for apple cider

Yellow

Brown

Overall

(min)

Color

Color

Color

0

2.18±1.55 a

7.00±1.46 a

6.63±1.40 a

15

1.94±1.56 a

7.06±1.72 a

6.85±1.50 a

30

2.55±1.83 a

6.30±1.40 ab

5.70±1.65 b

45

2.72±1.94 a

5.96±1.67 b

5.38±1.78 b

60

2.44±1.86 a

6.01±1.56 b

5.72±1.73 b
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Figure 6.11: Mean color rating in apple cider by panelists
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6.4.7.2 Effect of ozone treatment on the aroma ratings of apple cider by panelist
panel

The aroma of the apple cider samples were evaluated as apple aroma intensity on a line
scale ranging from very low apple aroma intensity to very high aroma intensity . There
were no significant differences in apple aroma intensity according to panelists (Figure
6.12 and Table 6.8). The rating of the mean apple aroma intensity of the 60min treated
apple cider sample was lowest whilst the zero time apple cider was highest. The aroma
decreased slightly with increasing time of treatment.
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Apple Aroma Intensity Rating

Table 6.7: Aroma ratings for apple cider

Treatment time (min)

Apple Aroma Intensity

0

5.74 ± 1.85 a

15

5.35 ± 2.32 a

30

5.09 ± 2.22 a

45

4.78 ± 2.35 a

60

4.56 ± 2.25 a
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Treatment Time (min)

Figure 6.12: Mean aroma intensity rating for apple cider

60
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6.4.7.3 Effect of ozone treatment on the flavor ratings of apple cider by panelists

The flavor of apple cider was evaluated as apple flavor, cooked flavor, caramelized
flavor, sweetness and tartness. Apple flavor and sweetness were generally rated higher
than cooked flavor, caramelized flavor and tartness (Table 6.9 and Figure 6.13). Apple
flavor was also generally rated higher than sweetness. The flavor of apple cider perhaps
had the most variable data. For apple flavor, the control and zero time samples were not
rated significantly different (p <0.05). No significant differences were observed for
samples with regards cooked flavor, caramelized flavor and tartness. For apple flavor, the
45min and 60min treated samples were found to be significantly different from the zero
time and 15min samples but not the 30min sample. For the mean sweetness rating, the
45min and 60min treated apple cider samples were significantly different from the all the
rest. Therefore increased ozone treatment led to a perception of significant differences by
panelists even though there was no change in the soluble solids content measured over
the same time period. Except for the tartness, there was a decrease in rating with
increasing treatment time. The mean apple flavor and sweetness had the highest of flavor
ratings. It is evident that apple flavor and sweetness may have been the determinants in
the flavor before and after treatment.
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Table 6.8: Apple flavor ratings

Apple

Cooked

Caramelized

Sweetness

Tartness

(min)

Flavor

Flavor

flavor

0

6.38 ± 1.78 a

3.82 ± 2.01 a

3.78 ±1.77 a

5.94 ± 1.83 a

3.14 ± 1.80 a

15

6.28 ± 2.11 a

3.68 ± 2.11 a

3.53 ± 2.17 a

5.55 ± 1.93 a

3.53 ± 2.13 a

30

5.37 ± 2.37 ab

3.48 ± 2.07 a

3.20 ± 1.99 a

5.34 ± 2.20 a

2.92 ± 1.93 a

45

4.87 ± 2.39 b

3.31 ± 2.21 a

2.91 ± 2.15 a

4.93 ± 2.26 ab

2.98 ± 1.94 a

60

4.89 ± 2.36 b

3.76 ± 2.32 a

3.23 ± 2.06 a

4.16 ± 1.98 b

3.82 ± 2.36 a
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Figure 6.13: Mean flavor ratings by panelists of apple cider treated with 0.2 % w/w
ozone for different times
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6.4.8 Comments by Panelists on Apple Juice and Apple Cider

Overall, most of the panelists found the treated samples desirable and rated them not
significantly different from the untreated apple juice sample which was a good indicator
of the minimal effect the low ozone concentration had on the apple juice. The differences
in apple cider seemed to be more varied.

6.4.9 Comparison of instrumental analysis with sensorial analysis for apple juice

The values from instrumental analysis of the attributes were compared with those
obtained from the sensory analysis (Table 6.1 and Table 6.2).

Apple juice was treated with 0.2% w/w ozone for 60min. Color coordinates L, a and b
were measured. This was used to calculate the total color difference (ΔE), chroma, hue
and browning index. The soluble solids and total acidity were also measured. Analyses of
these measurements were compared with those of sensory data. Table shows the
instrumental data whilst table shows sensory data collected from 50 panelists. It can be
seen from Table that the majority of the patulin is degraded within 30min of the ozone
treatment. As shown in chapter three, this amount of degradation is more than twice the
observed patulin level in commercial samples. Therefore the treatment time in the juice
was set at 60min. Analyses of the instrumental measurements of ozone treated apple juice
samples showed that there was a significant change in the yellowness of the zero time
apple juice samples and the 60min treated samples. Panelists could however not detect
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any significant differences in yellow color between these samples in the sensory test. The
browning index which is the measure of the activity of amino acids and reducing sugars
decreased significantly but its perception by the panelist panel was not significant. The
spectrometric measurements also showed that total color difference (ΔE) increased
significantly from zero time to 60min treatment time. The change in the total color
change was perceived by the sensory panel and this resulted in the significant differences
in the overall color change. The significant differences in the overall color may have also
arisen from the changes in chroma and hue which experienced a significant changes from
the zero time sample. The measured total acidity of the sample was also compared to the
perception of tartness in the panelist whereas the measured soluble solids content was
used as an indicator of sweetness. In both the instrumental and sensory analyses there
were no significant differences in samples of apple juice samples which indicates that the
instrumental value correctly predicted panelist response.
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6.4.10 Comparison of instrumental analysis with sensorial analysis for apple cider

Apple cider was also treated with 0.2% w/w ozone for 60min and the same measurements
taken as described above for apple juice. A comparison of instrumental and sensory data
(Table 6.1 and Table 6.2) showed that there was a significant difference in the Hunter b
values which is an indicator of yellowness. There were however no significant
differences in the assessment of the yellowness of cider by the panel probably because
yellowness was masked by brownness which was more profound. The instrumental
analyses also showed significant differences in the browning index. The panelists
detected significant differences in the brownness of the samples. Apple cider contains
pulp which can be bleached by ozone. Therefore, this may be explained by a bleaching
effect of ozone on pulp which tended to decrease the brownness perception. The
significant differences observed in the overall color change for apple cider, again, may
have been the composite effect of the significant differences in total color change,
chroma and hue. Therefore, the hue again may have influenced the perception of overall
color than the chroma. The turbidity of the juice also significantly changed with
processing time.

For the most part the instrumental measurements agreed the sensory data. This agreement
was more profound in apple cider that in apple juice. Apple cider also seemed to be less
stable to ozone treatment than apple juice. For all the sensory data, there were no
significant differences between the zero time and 15min treated samples meaning that the
lower the treatment time the better for the product quality.
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6.5 Conclusion

For the same ozone concentration applied to both apple cider and apple juice, the
lightness of apple cider increased significantly (p<0.05) whilst that of the apple juice did
not. There was also a significant increase in the yellowness in both apple cider and apple
juice. The change in yellowness was the driving force for the total color change in apple
juice. The total change in color in apple juice was twice as much as that of the apple cider
and most of that change was depended on the change in the yellowness.

Ozone treatment did not affect the soluble solids and hue of apple cider and apple juice
even though it may negatively and positively impact on the perception of the appearance
of color of apple cider and apple juice respectively for consumers. Panelists perceived
more significant differences in ozone treated apple cider than ozone treated apple juice.
This may be because the apple juice is more homogenous system than the apple cider.

Lower treatment times will ensure better product quality in both apple juice and apple
cider.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

7.1 Conclusions

The experiments conducted in this study showed that ozone was indeed effective in
degrading patulin in apple juice and apple cider to the acceptable levels stipulated by the
FDA and WHO.

Patulin degradation may be achieved at the very low concentrations of ozone but the
correct flow rate must to be used to deliver adequate ozone for this degradation to occur.
Higher patulin concentrations had a positive effect on the degradation.

Patulin degradation was found to be temperature dependent and significantly(p<0.05)
affected by patulin and ozone concentration. It was independent of pH (3.0-4.2). At lower
ozone concentration, patulin was degraded faster at higher temperatures whilst at higher
ozone concentrations, patulin was degraded faster at lower temperatures.
The kinetics of the degradation was found to be first order in the model system and the
validation experiments showed that predicted and observed values were not significantly
different (p<0.05) for the model system and apple juice but significantly different for
apple cider.
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For the same ozone concentration applied to both apple cider and apple juice, the
lightness of apple cider significantly increased after 45min whilst that of the apple juice
did not. The fractional change in the browning index of the apple juice was greater than
the apple cider. The total change in color in apple juice was found to be twice as much as
that of the apple cider and most of that change depended on the change in the yellowness.
Yellowness also increased in the apple cider but decreased in the apple juice. Yellowness
was found to be the driving force in the total color change in apple juice.

Ozone treatment did not affect the soluble solids and hue of apple cider and apple juice.
Ozone treatment may make the appearance of the color of apple juice more desirable to
panelists but apple cider may be rendered less desirable.

It appears the effects of ozone treatment can be perceived more in apple juice than in
apple cider because sensory panelists observed more significant differences in apple cider
than in apple juice for the same ozone treatment.
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7.2 Suggestions for future studies

Even though ozone was successful in degrading patulin, further work may be needed to
complement this study.

Any treatment proposed for the removal of patulin from apple juice and cider must not
yield toxic by-products. Therefore further studies may be required to delineate the byproducts of ozone-patulin reactions to ensure that these by-products are not toxic.

A quantitative study is also required to determine the costs associated with implementing
an ozone treatment process as against a pasteurization process. It should be expected that
the ozone unit may be cheaper to obtain and operate than a pasteurization unit and this
may save juice processors a lot of costs.

If a processor decides to use an ozone treatment the right process calculations should be
made and the correct KLa constant established in the system to ensure uniform
distribution of ozone in the processing tank. This requirement will also ensure that an
effective 5-log reduction of pathogens in the system is achieved and that patulin is
effectively degraded below limits set by the FDA.
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